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so YOU mm TO BE A ROCK • • • • 
ARE LOOKINGfORBmSBANE'S BEST NEW COVERS BAND 
All you have to do is perform 3 cover songs of your favourite artist/s. 
You'll be judged on sound - performance crowd participation & Rock Star Quality. 
You can do anything you want to make your gig the best!! 
Interested? Call Michelle on 3221 1511 to enter. 
Limited entry. Great Prizes including a paid gig at Mary Street. Competition starts 2nd August. 
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0ver$'>00.00invalue-0NLY$IS.00 
J\pple Mac Water Bottle(RRP $9.95) 
Mouse Pad(RRP $4.95) 
Banksia Credit Card Solar Calculator (RRP $14.95) 
Electronic Arts Sports Cap (RRP $9,95) 
Can Virgin Cola (RRP $1.00) 
Thunderbyte Anti-Virus Software (RRp $99) 
Family PC Mag & Software (RRP $7.95) 
Floppy Disk Cleaning Kit (RRP $4.95) 
Geopaper Decorative Paper Back (RRP $4.95) 
EA Shortplay Games on CD (RRP $4.95) 
Sprint 1000 Games on CD (RRP $19.95) 
Sprint 1000's of Clipart CD (RRP $19.95) 
On-Australia Internet Access Cd with 8 hours (RRP $19.95) 
Roadshow Computer Game Poster (RRP $4.95) 
Harvey Norman Windsor $200 off any Computer (VALUE $200) 
Acer Computers $50 off any Acer Computer 
Win a Packard Bell Computer Voudier 
Win a NEC Laptop Voudier 
One Sony Playstation given away each EKKA day! 
OPTUS Voucher 
Impact Software Voucher 
Software Suppliers Voucher (free give-away) 
EPSON $10 off any printer voucher 
Harvey Norman Crazy Coupons. 
Exclusive to the Harvey Norman Computer Superstore at 
Windsor - a fantastic Showbag packed full v^ -ith a sensational 
selection of computer software, accessories, novelty items and 
discount vouchers. 
Available both at our stall at the Brisbane Exhibition and 
our Lutwyche Rd. Windsor. Computer Superstore. 
Harvey Norman 
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EDITORIAL STUFF... 
Semper Number Five has hit the streets, with three to go (including next month's Women's 
Edition). To paraphrase the late Dennis Potter, let the fields of this large brown land be spat-
tered with used condoms, and the cries of College initiation rites ring from the Great Court 
cloisters, for this magazine is brought to you by those wretched individuals called "Semper 
Scuzz Balls" by righteous riparians of integrity, intellect and talent (most of which could be 
comfortably housed in the space left when you remove a plastic lavatory brush from its hold-
er). All we've really got to say about the string of "Occupation Sempers" is that I was happily 
reminded of the exchange in "A Fish Called Wanda" which went something like; 
WANDA: You think you're an intellectual, don't you, ape. 
OTTO: Ahhh, apes don't read philosophy! 
WANDA: Yes they do Otto, they just don't understand it! 
Enough of that crock, though. On a positive note, Semper's been fairly v^ /ell received (apart 
from in the usual quarters), Vv^ e've built up a large and diverse body of kick-arse contributors 
and vje're still relatively on schedule and under budget. One thing that bugs me, though, are 
the accusations of bias (and even censorship) lobbed at us by the hairy-scary knobheads 
who'd love to roll Semper back a year or so and make it an exclusively drug-stuffed Marxist 
bogroll. It's amazing how these far-Leftie types treat Semper as their persona! fiefdom v^hen 
they're incumbent, then cry foul over us "refusing to print any left-wing or radical articles" 
Vs/hen they're banished to the Main Refec by a full and fair democratic election. Basically, 
being an editor involves sorting the cookies from the catshit. Shame we can't go about our 
business unmolested by indignant fungal infections (without wanting to hack on our prede-
cessors, they were certainly "biased," but were at least given a fair go: not even the infamous 
"Jesus Blow-job" stuff warranted the kind of shite incurred by the relatively innocuous stuff 
we've been running). We've been, we hope, fair with all contributions from all contributors, 
and the only article I've personally scrubbed was a response to a book review of mine. The 
particular response was written in a most unsatisfactory tone, with extremist, brain-dead 
Stalinist dogma and personal abuse a go-go. Definitely catshit. Apart from that, we've printed 
most of what we've received, and if we'd gotten all those "hundreds" of letters of complaint 
we've been accused of receiving, we'd have run those, too. 
Having got that off my editorial chest, I'd like to reiterate a few things 1 wrote in the first 
Editorial: we've got lots of contributors, but we need more, more more! We need feature 
articles (especially), poetry (the quality of poetry in Semper this year's been great, bring more 
in, folks), short stories, reviews of CDs, books, theatre, movies, restaurants and all that shit. 
Bring 'em in, folks, we pay for them and everything. 
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Dear Editor .<ith no capacity for rational 
thought 
1. You seem to be quite stupid so I wilL try to 
explain this in very simple terms- The word 
'communism' is defined to mean a society where 
property is vested in the community and labour 
is organised for the common benefit. You are 
claiming that creating such a society will auto-
matically lead to abuse hutian rights and mass 
killings just as nuch as creating a society 
based on hatred and intolerance. Furthermore 
you are saying that anyone trying to work 
towards a society where property is vested in 
the community and labour is organised fo- the 
common benefit must be doing so out of a desire 
to kill people, and that any of their ideas 
whatsoever must be rubbish. If you actually 
thought about the matter rationally instead of 
ranting insane cold war paranoia, you would 
realise that the real cause of human rignts 
abuses is dictatorship, and not communal proper-
ty and labour for the common benefit. 
2. If someone's actual purpose was not to stand 
up for tho rights of worke-s, but was instead 
to set up a Stalinist dictatorship that is not 
in anybody's interest, then I would most cer-
tainly not consider them to be left wing (ie 
liberal, democratic, progressive). You seem to 
think that you can justify any amount of pover-
ty and inequality by claiming that anyone with 
the sense to object wants the sort of system 
that Russ i a had. 
3. In the first place I was simply pointing out 
that 'good sport' is an extremely inappropriate 
word to use "n politics, because people do not 
congratulate' others for getting the chance to 
violate their rights. In the second place, if 
implying that anyone who does not congratulate 
the coalition is a bad sport and is being unde-
mocratic isn't saying that they should, I don't 
know what i s. 
A fourth year with a knowledge and an under-
stand ing of history. 
RESPONSE: 
"RANTING INSANE COLD WAR PARANOIA?" YOU MUST BE 
JOKING. POLAND, TIIE U.S.S.R., HUNGARY, EAST 
GERMANY, NORTH KOREA, MAINLAND CHINA, ROMANIA 
ETC ETC. ALL PLACES WHERE "PROPERTY WAS REDIS-
TRIBUTED AMONG THE C0M.1UNITY" ( COLLECT IVI SE D) 
AND LABOUR "ORGAMSED FOR 'HE COMMON GOOD" (QUEU-
ING STAGNANT SERVICES, SHODDY GOODS, MORE COL-
LECT IV I SAT 1 0N5 . ANYONE DELIBERATELY IGNORANT OF 
MARXIST-LENINIST ATROCITIES IS THOROUGHLY 
iJLSCRVING Of SYMPATHY, NOT TO SAY WILFULLY PISS-
ING ON THE GRAVES OF (IN THE VICINITY OF) OVER 
A HUNDRED MILLION NEEDLESS CASUALTIES. SCRATCH 
THE SURFACE OF THOUGHTLESS, DOGMA-SPOUTING 
AUTOMATON LIKE YOURSELF, THOUGH, AND THE USUAL 
ABUSE'LL CAME SPURTING OUT: BECAUSE WE DISAGREE 
WITH YOUR BLIND IGNORANCE WE'RE .QUITE STUPID'AND 
HAVE 'NO CAPACITY FOR RATIONAL THOUGHT'. USE 
SOME OF THIS RATIONAL THOUGHT YOURSELF, SPORT, 
PULL YOUR HEAD IN AND AT LEAST HAVE THE GUTS TO 
ADMIT YOUR FAVOURITE DOGMA'S PEDIGREE, AND STOP 
AMUSING US AND OUR FRIENDS WITH YOUR SPINELESS, 
BRAIN-DEAD DENIALS OF THE MOST MURDEROUS, ILL-
CONCEIVED SET OF IDEAS TO BE FOISTED ON AN 
UNSUSPECTING MULTITUDE. 
WAKE UP AND SMELL THE COFFIN, JERK. 
THE EDITORS. 
Dear Editor who doesn't know anything about the 
English language, 
1. The term communism means an economic system 
by definition. That is my entire point. What 
you are talking about is more accurately 
described as Stalinism. Accusing anyone who 
prefers the economic system of also condoning 
Soviet and Chinese atrocities is blatantly 
ridiculous. Furthermore if people are coming up 
with 'soft and cuddly' ideas 1 would hardly put 
these on a par with violent racist ideas, even 
if you do suspect them of being some sort of 
lunatics who want to Live in a dictatorship. 
2. The term 'left wing' means 'liberal, democrat-
ic, progressive, innovating in politics' and you 
must be kidding if you are going to use any of 
these terms to des:ribe oppressive dictator-
ships. 
3. Many people are angry about the election 
result, and this is because it adversely affects 
their lives and not because of a perverse 
desire to be undemocratic. 
Cordially, 
A fojrth year with a perfectly good knowledge 
of hi story. 
RESPONSE 
DEAR FOURTH YEAR WITH A PERFECTLY GOOD KNOWLEDGE 
OF HISTORY 
1. THE TERM CAPITALISM ALSO MEANS AN ECONOMIC 
SYSTEM BY DEFINITION BUT IT ALSO DOESN'T STOP 
SOCIALISTS ACCUSING CAPITALISTS OF COMMITTING 
ALL THE CRIMES UNDER THE SUN. 
2. THE HISTORICAL FACT IS THAT AN OVERWHELMING 
MAJORITY OF PEOPLE WHO PREFERRED THE ECONOMIC 
SYSTEM ALSO CONDONED SOVIET ANO CHINESE ATROCI-
TIES, SOME HAD THEIR EYES OPENED AS EARLY AS 
1937 (THE SPANISH CIVIL W A R ) , EG GEORGE ORWELL, 
OTHERS FOLLOWING THE 1956 HUNGARIAN UPRISING OR 
THE 1968 PRAGUE SPRING, BUT MANY STAYED FAITHFUL 
TO THE END. 
3. THE TERM 'LEFT WING' MIGHT AS WELL MEAN 'LIB-
ERAL DEMOCRATICS, PROGRESSIVE, INNOVATING IN 
POLITICS' IN THEORY JUST AS 'FASCIST' MEANS 'PRO-
GRESSIVE, EGALITARIAN AND COMMITTED TO FULL 
EMPLOYMENT , IN THEORY. AS I SAID BEFORE: "BY 
THESE FRUITS YE SHALL KNOW THEM." SHOW ME A COM-
MUNIST COUNTRY WITHOUT MASS GRAVES, OPPRESSION 
AND IMPOVERISHMENT. COMMUNISM WAS A THEORY THAT 
WAS PUT IN PRACTICE IN THE WORLD'S GREATEST 
SOCIAL EXPERIMENT AND IT WAS THE GREATEST FAIL-
URE OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY. AND OON'T GIVE IE 
THAT TIRED OLD EXCUSE THAT STALIN WAS AN EVIL 
HAN THAT CORRUPTED A BEAUTIFUL IDEA. STALIN 
WAS NO DIFFERENT TO ANY OTHER COMMUNIST LEADER 
IN HISTORY BE IT LENIN, POL POT, CASTRO, MAa, 
MO CHI MINH - HE ONLY KILLED MORE PEOPLE. 
4. I'M REALLY SICK AND TIRED OF STILL (IN 1995, 
7 YEARS AFTER THE FALL OF THE BERLIN WALL) TRY-
ING TO CONVINCE SOME PEOPLE, IN A UNIVERSITY OF 
ALL PLACES, THAT COMMUNISM WAS A BAD IDEA. FOR 
SOME, APPARENTLY, HISTORY'S ONL^ LESSON IS THAT 
THERE AREN'T ANY LESSONS, 
CORDIALLY, 
ARTHUR, 
Dear Editors 
J ara writing to congratulate you on the q u a i i t y 
of the burning featured on the 'Letters' pages cf 
Semper #3. In all cases, your burning of the 
letter writers was spot on (ie aLI those writ-
ing in were thoroughly burnt by the time you 
had finished with t h e m ) . Accord-ngly I am rec-
ommending you to the Burns Committee of South-
East Queensland for an 'Award for Excellence in 
Burning'. 
Your burning prowess was especially evident in 
your rfply to Nicholas Paul Sheppard's logical 
and lengthy letter to the editors in that 
issue. When faced with his informed disserta-
tion on the Australian Democrats, you simply 
responded, "Vote 1 Nicholas Sheppard - he needs 
friends". This will go down in history as a 
classic come-back line. 
Another badly burnt correspondent would have 
been 'Justine' who wrote in complaining about the 
portrayal of country people as simple minded 
( ? ) . Your clever response: 'You're obviously a 
well-balance [sic] person as you appear to have 
a chip on each shoLlder." OUCH! That one would 
have hurt.Keep up the good work; you remind me 
1 
of a young Oscar Wilde and you're good at one 
liners as well. In the spirit of burning, I 
beg to remain severely charred. 
Mr Burns (I'm doing my Third Degree) 
PS The SE Qld Burns Conmittee consists Crozza 
Cassimatis (Chairperson), Burnmiester ^oore, his 
brother Chris, Capt. Crap-on, M. Bar Sandaver 
and Gregory 'Blondie' Bland. Any merit-worthy 
burns, rags, cuts or put-downs should be brought 
to their attention. 
RESPONSE: 
DEAR MR BURNS 
PERMIT HE FIRST TO COMMENT ON YOUR MOST APPRO-
PRIATE NAME. ARE YOU IN ANY WAY RELATED TO 
SPRINGFIELD'S ENERGY MAGNATE C. MONTGOMERY 
BURNS? ARE YOU C. MONTGOMERY? BUT I DIGRESS. 
THANK YOU SO VERY MUCH FOR YOUR LETTER OF CON-
STRUCTIVE CRITICISM. I FOUND IT VERY INFORMA-
TIVE, YET, IF I HAY OFFER A LITTLE HUMBLE CRIT-
ICISM OF MY OWN, A BIT REPETITIOUS WITH THE 
WORD _BURN' AND DERIVATIVES APPEARING SOMEWHAT 
AO NAUSEAM. I BELIEVE I ALSO FOUND A HINT OF 
FACETIOUSNESS BUT 1 HAY BE MISTAKEN SINCE I AM 
THE RECEIVING END OF YOUR SOMEWHAT LESS-THAN-
C0N6RATULAT0RY COMMENTS. ANYWAY, THANK YOU 
AGAIN FOR YOUR POINTERS AND WE SHALL HUMBLY 
REMEMBER THEM WHEN WRITING REPLIES TO FUTURE 
LETTERS OF HELPFUL COMMENT. 
YOURS IN FARCE, THE EDITORS. 
[unfortunately we can't bring you the first half 
of this letter because we didn't receive it] 
particularly at the farcical events that 
have transpired over the past few weeks, in 
particular complaining about certain g,-oups and 
their actions. If this is not a political 
stance then, I must have a severe semantic and 
lexical difficulty in understanding the language 
that you use. Of course it is your right as 
the editors to say what you please; but to make 
complete hypocrites out of yourselves says very 
little for your credibility. 
But it gets worse. The editorial, in an ideo-
logically sound (read non-existent) newspaper, 
are preferably supposed to maintain sone form of 
impartiality. We cannot kid ourselves into 
thinking that Semper will ever be this, and the 
claims that the editorial have made to these 
ends are totally laughable. Taking a noral 
stance and proclaiming that you will not print 
anything that is about illegal issues or from 
extreme ideological viewpoints makes a crack of 
your ideology which I'm sure you will have no 
trouble filling with the shit that you all seem 
so full of. 
A case to illuminate my point is this: the 
article which the esteemed Arthur Chrenkoff 
wrote makes a joke of the idea of being an edi-
tor. It may provide a balanced perspective, 
but it is far enough to the right to make all 
of your posturing about politics useless. It 
isn't even this that is the problem (although 
this is an illustration of how pathetic your 
politics really are) - the fact that this arti-
cle has sone real gems in it is what is the 
problem. How can Arthur seriously expect anyone 
to believe some of the claims that he has made 
in this article?!!! Do you Arthur, really 
believe that the world is a better place to 
live today than it ever was? Do you also real-
ly believe that the world is even getting bet-
ter? How deluded are you Arthur, how fucking 
stupid could you possibly be to publish shit 
like this? 
Finally, before you accuse me of grinding a 
political axe, I will .Take my point clear - I 
have no political axe to grind - I have a very 
big problem with the ethical position that you 
as the editors o c c u p y . During thp ppriod that 
I have been at U n i v e r s i t y , I have not seen a 
more unethical and hypocritical bunch of poor 
deluded fools than you appear to be. Slagging 
off at whoever you like is M n n and good, .as 
you can say what you like; Dut tdkiny oral ar.u 
ideological grounds and inen liyirg :n t,':e iace 
of then is completely s p i n e v. e s s , ii! i ti u r^i i; t n i r; s ,. . 
If you're going to make granaiose cl<!-'is .iboul 
your position as e d i t o r s , the least you can ao 
to maintain sone semblance of integrity, wh'ch 
at least every Semper for the four years has 
managed to do despite their p o l i t i c s , is stand 
by the position you have taken, and do it with 
digni ty. 
Your s sincerely 
Ni ko Vuleti c 
R E S P O N S E : 
IN A FINE TRADITION OF INTELLIGENT D E B A T E , 
PLEASE BY ALL MEANS DON'T BOTHER TO REFUTE ANY 
OF HY CL A I M S , PROVIDE COUNTER A R G U M E N T S , FIND 
SOME INTERESTING QUOTES AND STATISTICS THAT 
DON'T SUPPORT MY POINT OF VIEW; JUST GO FOR PER-
SONAL ABUSE. IT FEELS G O O D , DOESN'T IT? IN HY 
ARTICLE I WENT TO GREAT LENGTH TO MAINTAIN SOME 
STANDARDS OF OECENT DEBATE; I WROTE "IT'S GREAT 
THAT THE ENVIRONMENT HAS BECOME A MAINSTREAM 
ISSUE', I ASCRIBED ALL THE BEST INTENTIONS TO 
THE GREAT MAJORITY OF PEOPLE INVOLVED IN THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL M O V E M E N T , 1 MERELY POINTED OUT 
SOME MISGIVINGS ABOUT THE LEADERSHIP T H E R E O F . 
IN RETURN I'VE BEEN CALLED 'FULL OF SHIT', 'DELUD-
ED* AND 'FUCKING STUPID', MY POLITICS HAVE BEEN 
CALLED 'PATHETIC, I'VE BEEN ACCUSED OF BELIEVING 
THAT THE EARTH IS FLAT, WRITING 'REPREHENSIBLE 
TRASH" AND BEING A PART OF THE MOST 'UNETHICAL 
AMY HYPOCRITICAL BUNCH OF POOR DELUDED FOOLS'. 
IN THE BEGINNING I EVEN INTENDED TO ANSWER YOUR 
LETTER IN MORE DETAIL BUT THEN (AFTER REALISING 
THAT THERE REALLY ISN'T ANY POINT TO YOUR RAVING 
STREAM OF ABUSE) I THOUGHT, WHY SHOULD I BOTHER 
TO GIVE YOU SO MUCH MORE ATTENTION THAN YOU 
DESERVE. GROW UP. 
ARTHUR 
Dear Semper 
Coming fron a life on the farm in the hills 
near Nimbin, you would think I would have grown 
used to smelly lay-about h i p p i e s . The truth 
is, I'm sick of the bullshit coming from their 
pot-riddled, left wing, s o c i a l i s t i c , totally 
illogical m i n d s , and am sick of their militant 
attempts to force their views onto o t h e r s . 
I am, of course, not referring to the relative-
ly harmless (and actually pretty d e c e n t ) ferals 
back home, but the much more dangerous variety 
of feral - the ex-union feral; you know, the 
type witn just enough intellect to slip into an 
arts degree and wave a placard. 
The thing that really gets me about this group 
is that they b e l i e v e the normal rules of so c i -
ety don't apply to their. The majority of UQ 
students obviously thought they were fuW#ed at 
running the u n i o n , so we told them to piss-off 
at the palls. 
But did the ferals accept the democratic d e c i -
sion of the m a j o r i t y ? Well why snouid they, 
they're always right and their cause is just, 
isn't it? 
Of course it's bloody not! Like all feral pro-
testers they will try to cloud thei- real agen-
da with irrelevant b u l l , not unlike the Nimbin 
feral mysteriously discovering the i.'ndangered 
eastern-spotted horny toad in areas planning to 
be logged. 
But Engineers aren't fooled by these d e r e i v e r s . 
I was proud to be one when they waltzed into 
one of o'jr l e c t u r e s , trying to organise people 
for one of their militant a c t i o n s , only to be 
driven away by torrents of abuse from c l a s s -
m a t e s . 
We may nat be good at waving banners or playing 
uith eastern-spotted horny toads, but when some-
one tries to tell the silent majority what to 
d o , then we really let the bas t a r d s have it. 
Whether Action has done a good job or not is 
irrelevant. They have been d e m o c r a t i c a l l y 
elected, so they must serve out their term, and 
at the end of their term, the silent majority 
will have it's say again. 
(HOPEFULLY IT WILL SAY, "KEEP YOU STINKIN' FERAL 
HANDS OFF QM STUOENT UNION" 
Yours sincerely Ben Kenobi 
Dear Semper Editors 
On the 24th May I attended the Student Union 
General Meeting, called for d e m o c r a t i c a l l y by a 
petition signed by an adequate quorum of stu-
d e n t s . At the meeti n g the irotion was raised 
that the ACTION executive should resign. Many 
arguments were put forward supporting this 
n o t i o n , some of which I will m e n t i o n in a 
"loment. Only one person spoke against the 
::iotion, and nis only argument was that ACTION 
I was dt-moc ra I • ca I Ly electea and therefore had a 
m a n fi a t'.} '. o a c f as 111 e y had. This is a very 
valid poi-t, but the ac CL'sa t i ons against ACTION 
• WI-' r e /;o t '• etj;. t' e-J , and c t); i ing a general meeting 
: V -. li D e '. • I i (J fl • s s u r e L y a very d e m o c r a t i c process 
I t'l.jt »iDr<s by the syste-'. 
; 'loreover, the accusations against ACTION were of 
such a aegree that ACTIO.N had no m a n d a t e , in my 
opinion, to act in such a way and thus 1 'elt 
compelled to vote for their r e s i g n a t i o n . Every 
other student had a right to attend the meet-
ing^ yet the motion passed about 200 far and 10 
against. Does this indicate e x t e n s i v e student 
support from the union? The speaker against 
the motion was given a reasonable hearing and 
there was no apparent reason other speakers 
against it shojld have felt too intimidated to 
speak. 
N e v e r t h e l e s s , in case ACTION was too scared to 
speak I now give them the chance to reply in 
Semper against a c c u s a t i o n s that, to my kno-iledge 
they have done n o t h i n g to rebut or deny. Is it 
true that SIU,OOO was allocated to furniture for 
the Union Executive O f f i c e s , including a $5,000 
couch for the aresident and an electronic w h i t e -
aoard? why have only one or two council meet-
ings been called for when they normally occur 
fortnightly? (Could it be because of the deiuc-
craticatty elected left majority on council?) 
Why have all 'left-wing' areas had their budgets 
drastically slashed while 'right-wing' areas have 
had their budgets dramatically increased? Does 
this Clean that the fact that someone from 
ACTION was not elected into a p o s i t i o n that the 
area does not deserve adequate funding? Why do 
reports from the Women's Area, A c t i v i t i e s and 
Post-Grad not appear in Semper and union publi-
cat ions? 
Is it true that jobs have been given u n e t h i c a l -
ly to personal friends of the e x e c u t i v e ? Is it 
true that our union president does not turn up 
to appropriate U n i v e r s i t y meetings to represent 
students? Why were police called on campus in 
response to a protest when it had barely begun 
and there was no sign of violence? How can the 
Education VP justify writing an article in 
Semper that is against the current Student Union 
System when th-s System pays his wages? These 
are just some of the questions I would like 
answer to. 
With Semper, I think to suggest that every form 
of communism is extremist and there f o r e not to 
publish it is an obvious restriction of free 
speech. who should get to decide what is 
extreme anyway? I say publishing anything 
(legal, if you'-e worried) except blatantly sex-
ist, homophobic, racist and other d i s c r i m i n a t o r y 
naterial and any extremism w'll just be laughed 
at. (Of course, there is the q u e s t i o n of what 
is d i scriminatory but as far as I know commu-
nisn by definition is not a theory that e n c o u r -
ages p r e j u d i c e . ) To say that comirunism as the-
ory in itself has caused m i l l i o n s of deaths is 
a rather narrow-minded o v e r - s i m p l i f i c a t i o n of 
history, as I'm certain any histor-an would 
agree. 
J have expressed some n o n - i n s u l t i n g , rational 
arguments and would appreciate a similar 
response. 
Nick Cavenagh, a student after some vague resem-
blance of the truth. 
R E S P O N S E : 
N O , IT IS NOT TRUE THAT ACTION ALLOCATED SlO,000 
FOR FURNITURE FOR EXECUTIVE O F F I C E S , JN FACT 
TOTAL REPLACEMENT CAPITAL FOR 1996 WAS S6-7,000 
AS OPPOSED TO LAST YEARS $ 1 5 , 0 0 0 . THERE'S NO 
$3,000 COUCH. IHERE'S NO ELECTRONIC W H I T E B O A R D . 
AS OF JULY 15, NOT ONE CENT WAS SPENT ON ANY 
FURNITURE. NO ONE HAS A MAJORITY ON COUNCIL, 
AS THE BALANCE OF POWER IS HELD BY THE INDEPEN-
D E N T S . 
AS FAR A3 BUDGET INCREASES TO RIGHT WING AREAS 
AND A 'DRASTIC SLASHING' TO LEFT WING A R E A S , WHAT 
ARE WE REALLY TRYING TO SAY? CLUBS AND SOCS 
HAD A 5 0 % INCREASE IN G R A N T S , THERE IS ONLY ONE 
RIGHT WING CLUB AND MANY LEFT-WING ONES. BEING 
THE 'QUEER TRIBES' CONVENOR, NICK, IT IS OBVIOUS 
WHY YOU ARE NOT WILLING TO TAKE A BUDGET CUT; 
HY OWN AREA, 'SEMPER' HAD A CUT, BUT WE ARE SIM-
PLY APPLYING RESTRAINTS AND GOOO M A N A G E M E N T . 
AT THE GENERAL MEETING, THERE WERE 75 P E O P L E , I 
B E L I E V E , NOT 2 0 0 , GIVE OR TAKE A FEW. AND I 
DON'T BELIEVE THE RATHER O V E R W H E L M I N G VOTES 
AGAINST ACTION INDICATE EXTENSIVE STUDENT DIS-
S A T I S F A C T I O N . AS WAS POINTED O U T , WE COULD 
JUST AS EASILY GET 50 PEOPLE WHO SUPPORT ACTION 
TO COME ALONG, PASS ANY MOTIONS THEY FEEL LIKE, 
FREE BEER BEING THE ONE SUGGESTED (ALTHOUGH I 
THINK FREE SPIRITS WOULD BE MUCH MORE VALUE FOR 
H O N E Y ) . 
ABOUT THE NON-APPEARANCE OF A C T I V I T I E S , WOMEN'S 
AREA AND POST-GRAD IN OUR EXEC REPORT, THEY ARE 
JUST LIKE ALL CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS P U B L I C A T I O N -
THEY MUST FIRST BE GIVEN TO US BEFORE THEY CAN 
BE PRINTED. HOWEVER, YOU'LL BE HEARING PLENTY 
FROM THE WOMEN'S AREA IN ISSUE NO. 6 I CAN GUAR-
ANTEE YOU. 
AS FOI? WHO GETS TO DECIDE WHAT IS E X T R E M E , PULP 
FICTION WON LAST YEAR ON A CAMPAIGN PROMISING 
N O ' TO PUBLISH ANY RADICAL ARTICLES AND WE'RE 
STICKING TO IT. WE HAVE AS MUCH RIGHT TO LABEL 
COMMUNISM EXTREME AS LAW MAKERS IN THE COUNTRY 
HAVE 10 LABEL SEXIStl, RACISM AND HOMOPHOBIA 
EXTREME AND UNWELCOME: ALL WE ARE DOING IS 
EXTENDING THE LIST ACCORDING TO THE RIGHTS OF 
OUR OWN C O N S C I E N C E S . 
ALSO, THE 'COMMUNIST MANIFESTO' DID NOT BY ITSELF 
60 OUT AND SLAUGHTER MORE PEOPLE THAN HITLER. 
HOWEVER, IT DID ENCOURAGE O T H E R S TO DO SO, JUST 
AS RACIST PUBLICATIONS ENCOURAGE RACIST ACTS. 
WHILE WE'RE ON THE SUBJECT, IS IT NOT INTEREST-
ING HOW OUT OF 'HEIN KAHPF (NAZISMS B I B L E ) , 'THE 
COHHUNIST HANIFESTO' (COMMUNISMS BIBLE)., AND 'THE 
WEAL'H OF NATIONS' (CAPITALISM B I B L E ) , THE LAST 
ONE IS THE ONLY ONE THE DOESN'T A D V O C A T E D MASS 
DEATH ANO DESTRUCTION? I WISH PEOPLE WHO SAY 
'COMMUNISM IN ITS PU.R.E FORM [IE N O N - C O R R U P T E D -
BY-STALIN/MAO-FORMJ IS GOOD AND NICE AND WARM 
AND CUDDLY WOULD REMEMBER T H A T . BUT I D I G R E S S . 
CONCERNING HOW ETHICAL IT IS FOR TKE EDUCATION 
VP TO WRITE AGAINST THE SAME SYSTEM THAT PAYS 
HIS W A G E S , HOW ETHICAL IS IT FOR THE SYSTEM TO 
FORCIBLY TAKE S2A0 EVERY YEAR OFF A STUDENT WHO 
DOESN'T BELIEVE IN 'HAT SYSTEM? OR WHO HAY NOT 
BE ABLE TO AFFORD IT? 
POLICE AND SfcCURIlr W£Ht CALLED ON CAMPUS 
BECAUSE ON TWO PREVIOUS O C C A S I O N S THE PR O T E S T E R S 
HAD OCCUPIED THE UNION BUILDING AND TRASHED THE 
JOINT ANO THE EXECUTIVE WAS U N D E R S T A N D A B L Y NOT 
IN FAVOUR OF REPEATING THE SI T U A T I O N . AS IT 
WAS, THEIR PREMONITIONS WERE C O R R E C T . THE RALLY 
MOVED INSIDE THE UNION BUILDING AND TRIED TO 
MOVE INTO THE UPSTAIRS OFFICES BJT WERE FORTU-
NATELY BLOCKED BY POLICE AND SOME SECURITY 
G U A R D S . THE LEADER OF THE RALLY WAS SAYING 
THAT SINCE STUDENTS PAID FOR I T , THEY OWNED IT; 
ERGO, THEY COULD DO WHAT THEY LIKED WITH IT. 
PERHAPS. BUT BY THE SAME TOKEN A LANDLORD 
COULO GO INTO A TENANTS HOUSE WITH 50 F R I E N D S , 
HAVE A PARTY THERE, TRASH THE PLACE AND LEAVE 
THE TENANT TO PAY FOR IT, PEOPLE MUST WORK ANO 
LIVE IN THESE BLILOINGS ANO IT ISN'T FAIR TO 
THEM IF THEY KEEP GETTING THROWN OUT. 
THE EDITORS 
I y now most students have 
I heard that the 
'Undergraduate Library is 
to be closed, or refurbished, or 
sonnething. Some of you would 
even like to know what is happen-
ing, what behind all the political 
rhetoric and disinformation is the 
truth of the matter. If you would 
like to know more, this article will 
help you. It will contain facts and 
opinions (yes, I'm pushing an agenda 
too), and even a little of the rare 
commodity that Stewart Maiden was 
looking for (letter to the editor, 
Semper 4), documentary evidence. 
Let's start with a document, 
the Proposal to Amalgamate Service 
and Facilities in Central and Duhig 
Building. This is the document on 
which the S.D.U.(Students for a 
Democratic Union) arc basing their 
claims. It is an internal library docu-
ment (for their eyes only), prepared 
by library staff at the end of 1995. 
According to Janine Schmidt 
(University Librarian), the document 
was intended at the time to assist in 
broad costing estimates (although it 
was in fact not used for this pur-
pose), and to inform prospective 
architects of the sort of ideas we 
were considering. The architect 
appointed to consult on the project, 
however, started afresh, without ref-
erence to the previous document. 
The Proposal is obsolete. It 
does not reflect the current thinking 
on refurbishing the Duhig building. 
It is not, however, irrelevant. Firstly, 
the S.D.U, first made their claims, 
they did not know the document 
was obsolete. No murmur on the 
refurbishment had been heard from 
library sources when the claims were 
made, no!" requests for input from 
the student body. Planning had 
started. Architects had been 
appointed in February, and had 
inspected the Duhig building in April. 
But the first information students 
had, came in May from S.D.U., 
though based on an obsolete docu-
ment. 
Secondly, though the 
Proposal is obsolete, the broad strat-
egy it reflects is current. The broad 
strategy is to upgrade library facilities 
to reflect future needs by: 
upgrading the Duhig 
and Central Library buildings to 
meet building codes; 
amalgamating the 
Undergraduate Library and Central 
Library collections in the 
Central Library building; 
consolidating library 
administration in the Duhig 
building; 
upgrading and extending 
facilities for electronic 
information services; and 
developing a postgradu-
ate study centre in the Duhig 
building, 
Although particular proposals 
of means and ends have changed, 
the basic framework of the Proposal 
remains. And at least one item with-
in that framework is contentious: 
the amalgamation of the 
Undergraduate and Central Ubrary 
collections. 
This is the famous 'closing of 
the Undergraduate Library, or if you 
prefer a different slant, the refurbish-
ing of the Duhig and Central Ubrary 
buildings. It's all in a name. If by a 
library you mean the collection of 
books, then the proposal did, and 
still includes the closure of the 
Undergraduate Library. If by a library 
you mean the building, then it is 
indeed a refurbishment. Of course 
as students we are interested in 
books, and the terms on which we 
borrow them. 
It is of course misleading to 
talk of the closure of the 
Undergraduate Library without fur-
ther detail. The books in the 
Undergraduate Library will still be 
available to students. The 
Undergraduate Library collection and 
service is to be moved to Central 
Library. (Mini Occupation Semper 
No. 2 May 7th 1996.) You wili still 
have access to the books. 
So what is the fuss about? 
There were two causes for concern. 
Firstly, though the Central Library 
building is physically big enough to 
accommodate the Undergraduate 
collection (once administration and 
the Fryer Library had been moved to 
Duhig). Its capacity would be 
strained in doing so, leaving little 
room for study facilities and photo-
copiers within the building. Further, 
the Central Library uses dense collec-
tions of stacks (rows of shelves) with 
little space between them, unsuitable 
for the high usage rates that would 
follow the amalgamation. In short, 
the original proposal did not allow 
enough space for library facilities. 
This problem has been 
addressed by more current propos-
als. More space may be made avail-
able both by a ground floor annexe 
connecting the buildings and by 
locating the open resen/e in the 
Duhig building. (The original propos-
al placed it in the Central Library 
building.) Current proposals being 
discussed allow adequate space for 
the combined collection. 
A second problem remains, 
and has not been effectively 
addressed by more recent proposals 
(so far as I can tell). On what terms 
shall we be able to borrow? 
Humanities students have as much 
need of libraries as science students 
have of laboratories. Without access 
to the library's resources, undergrad-
uate students would not be able to 
effectively study. The current 
arrangements meet (a little exaggera-
tion won't hurt) the needs of under-
graduate students by making avail-
able to them a large number of the 
most frequently borrowed books on 
the same terms as all other borrow-
ers. Books in the Central Library, 
however, are not borrowed on equal 
terms. Postgraduates can borrow 
books for twice as long from Central, 
and can borrow bound periodicals, a 
service not available to undergradu-
ates. They can also borrow some 
books for an entire semester. 
(Library Fact Sheets 5A and 58.) 
If the collections are amalga-
mated, then the difference in bor-
rowing terms between the two col-
lections will disappear. It will 
become more difficult to ensure rea-
sonable access for undergraduates. 
I do not want to overstate 
these difficulties, for they are difficul-
ties that can be met if properly 
addressed. Books from the 
Undergraduate Library might be lent 
on a short (seven day) loan fo' all 
borrowers, for instance. This would 
still result in inconvenience for stu-
dents where differing borrowing 
requirements conflict. Improvement 
in other sen/ices might still compen-
sate however. 
One proposal which does not 
help is the open reserve. This will be 
a special collection of heavily used 
material which will be kept in a spe-
cial area. You will not need to 
approach staff to access the material, 
but borrowing (like the present KAD 
material) will be restricted to very 
short terms. The material to be kept 
in the open resen/e would include 
material currently KAD (kept at 
desk), and a number of books cur-
rently available on short term (three 
days) loans. This, I am sure, will 
inconvenience undergraduates, par-
ticularly those who, like me, do not 
find the library environment con-
ducive to study. 
Despite any qualms I or oth-
ers might have about the open 
resen/e, or other options being con-
sidered, we can be content on one 
point, these are still only proposals 
for discussion. No decision is, as yet, 
set in stone. Architectural plans are 
still being developed and that devel-
opment is being carried out in con-
sultation with a committee including 
a student representative. 
i AM NOT REASSURED. The 
student representative is our illustri-
ous Education Vice-President, 
Matthew Cavanagh. We have a 
sample already of the informed opin-
ion he will present for us on the 
committee. In his report (Semper 4, 
p.11) he writes: 
"It is because of these 
cretins [S.D.U.] and their egre-
gious and immoral approach to 
the truth, that this month I am 
forced to spend my report refut-
ing, completely baseless and 
purely political allegations about 
this university, which they have 
made in an attempt to woo stu-
dents to their cause. At tbe out-
set let me say that the under-
graduate library is not closing!!! 
I do not know where these pro-
testers have received their inspi-
ration to make such a daim 
(though I suspect it was found at 
the bottom ofa bong!) This alle-
gation does not have a scrap of 
truth to it, furthermore it has 
never had a scrap of truth to it 
and nothing proposed for the 
future points to it ever having a 
scrap of truth to it. The facts are 
that the Library Committee of the 
university has established a plan-
ning committee (which I was 
recently invited to join as a stu-
dent representative -1 accepted 
the invitation) to investigate how 
best our libraries can serve stu-
dents now and into the future 
(quite reasonable and forward 
looking thing to do). This group 
have been discussing a proposal 
to make a $9.5 million extension 
to the central and undergraduate 
• 
I 
• 
• 
I 
brariesH This extensiori would 
nk the two libraries together, 
nd increase student areas, carrel 
umbers and shelving capacity, 
oth current buildings will be 
stained as libraries. The protest-
rs allegations that the 
Undergraduate Library was to be 
'ansferred into Central Library is 
ot only untrue but preposter-
us, there simply is no room, 
rotester suggestions that the 
Undergraduate Library building is 
D be turned into a coffee shop 
nd staff sun lounge are so fanci-
•JI that I do not think even tbe 
rotest leaders are dull enough 
D believe them." 
The protesters accusations 
/ere wrong, of course. The coffee 
nop was slated for the Central 
brary building. 'The Architects 
hould consider using the exist-
7g tea room in Central Ubrary as 
public coffee shop." (Proposal) 
latthew also made mistakes. The 
rotesters referred to a roof-top meet-
ig and relaxation area for staff (mini 
ccupation Semper 2),not a staff sun 
)unge. "Objectives of the 
'roposal... facilitate staff interac-
ion through tbe provision of 
•pproprlate rooms; facilitate staff 
nestings through the provision 
tfan attractive common room 
ervicing both buildings - roof 
larden area wouldbe appropri-
ite." (Proposal.) And no doubt it is 
treposterous to transfer the 
Jndergraduate Library to the Central 
ibraiy. "It is proposed to estab-
ish a single Humanities and 
locia! Sciences Library, to indude 
he services currently offered 
•eparately by the Central and 
Jndergraduate libraries. It is 
imposed that the Central Ubrary 
juilding provide for the bulk of 
•ervice provision to tbe 
Humanities and Social Sciences 
irea. Objectives of the Proposal 
.. amalgamate the general and 
ihe reference collections ofthe 
oresent Undergraduate and 
Central //brar/es. "(Proposal) Mrs 
Schmidt said "mooted changes 
included bousing a social sciences 
and humanities collection in the 
Central Library." (University News, 
May 22, p. 2.) As to the 
Jndergraduate Library not closing, 
have already discussed that at 
length. 
And now my agenda! (I told 
you I had one.) These proposals are 
of vital concern to the student body 
of this university. As such, 1 believe, 
consultation with students on these 
issues should be extensive. The pres-
ence of one or two students on the 
planning committee is not adequate 
consultation, particularly if the stu-
dents involved make no effort to 
inform students on the issues. If 
they do not invite our informed com-
ment, then they do not represent us. 
Nor should the committee 
depend on the student representa-
tive(s) to inform students. Then, if 
they have regard for student's opin-
ion, should take efforts to ensure 
that opinion is informed. To invite 
comment without providing informa-
tion is disingenuous. Uninformed 
comment will tend to be irrelevant 
comment, and will be passed off as 
such. The measure of the regard a 
person has of your opinion is the 
effort they will take to allow you to 
Most of Mr. Curtis's criticisms of 
the library fiasco are valid indeed, 
particularly of the whole notion 
that, after the renovations, space 
will be available for some kind of 
staff coffee shop. This in itself is 
grounds for inquiry and complaint 
along the back wall Conveniently 
this leads us to fines: ifyou can 
actually sit safe in the knowledge 
that the book's available where it 
ought to be. the temptation to 
keep it out for months is propor-
tionally decreased. There's also the 
huge addition ofa stack of multi-
media facilities, improved computer 
catalogue, CD-ROM access, and do 
to be sure, however there are a few on. It's all on the library handouts. 
positive things to come out of the 
projected (let's not forget that it's 
be informed. (If they keep you in the all still projected, although the 
dark and feed you bullshit, they 
don't want to hear your voice.) 
I have expressed my concem 
to Janine Schmidt on this point. She 
thinks we should agree to disagree. 
I beg to differ. That she and I dis-
agree is obvious; but if you agree 
with me, we can do something 
about it. If you want to know more, 
ask! Look up the official opinion. 
It's in the University News, May 22, 
page 2. (also in the libary informa-
tion section of the Libary Catalogue) 
If that is not enough information, 
and I think it isn't, ask to see Janine 
Schmidt in person, Find out who is 
on the planning committee, and ask 
them for a details account of what's 
happening. 
It is worth the effort. It does-
n't take much time, it is your right -
DEMAND TO KNOW! 
appearance of bulldozers in the 
back cul-de-sac over the holidays is 
a sign that something's going 
ahead over there) overhaul of the 
libraries. Firstly, the libraries as they 
are virtually unchanged since their 
inception in the 'fifties. In other 
words, right now we have a library 
system that's struggling along thirty 
years out of date. Clearly, some-
thing lias to be done, and it appar-
ently involves nine million bucks to 
do it (come on, it has to be admit-
ted that at least the Uni's not doing 
anything by halves here). Secondly, 
the biggest Central library bugbear, 
the problem of shelving, is going to 
be knocked on the head. This is a 
huge improvement on the current 
situation v/here one returns a book, 
needs it again, and can't find it in 
the ill-assorted morass of volumes 
not to mention University News. 
The big downer about the whole 
thing has been that the renovation 
process has been foully used by a 
mob of second-rate shit-stirrers for 
their own cheap'n'nasty political 
purposes. Library renovations? Let's 
storm the Union building, pee on 
the floor, tip ink in the fax, get lots 
of free phone calls... 
Briefly, the library renovations have 
been mooted for years. I myself 
was privileged to be included in the 
initial consultative processes in 
1994, after writing an artide for 
Semper that was highly critical of 
the libraries (Undergrad in particu-
lar). I v/as invited to join in a discus-
sion group on the libraries, which 
was ultimately important to formu-
lating an extensive sun/ey on stu-
dent attitudes to the libraries, the 
results of which I'm sure are still 
being implemented. As this discus-
sion group was held in the Whitlam 
Room (the main conference room 
in the Union Building). I'm sure the 
leftie protesters (in charge of the 
Union at the time) were more than 
aware that something was afoot 
with regard to the libraries, it seems 
that genuinely concerned people 
such as Mr. Curtis are in a minority 
among those engaged in this dis-
cussion, and it's no coincidence 
that since the sit-in was canned, no 
Students fora Democratic Union" 
have darkened the doors of the 
(thank God) now peaceful and 
quiet libraries. They were also using 
the UQ Library letterheads on their 
final lot of sit-in" leaflets, by the 
way. 
But Mr. Curtis has a point: more 
consultation and information on 
the part of the libraries would be 
nice, not least because it's our nine 
million bucks they're spending. 
Marcus Salisbury. 
"The Coalition recognises that the significant per capita reduction of Connmonwealth 
funds under Labor has had a detrimental effect on quality. This has been evident 
in overcrowded lectures, unworkable tutorials and inadequate libraries. The 
financial squeeze also has detrinnentally effected research infrastructure, 
research training and research capacity. Overall, this has put at risk the 
quality of both education and research". - Coalition Higher Education 
Policy Statement, February 1996. 
It seems that a lot of things have changed since February. 
According to Amanda Vanstone per capita funding has 
increased by 4% since 1983 and the higher education sector 
has been the beneficiary of a "generous and expanding 
public subsidy" (See The Australian, June 26 p4). This 
article seeks to explore the premises of the budget cuts, 
% the range of prospective changes to the higher education 
^'- sector and briefly address students' political options. 
The "Zero-Sum" Policy Game 
Despite government rhetoric, students should not have 
their concerns over higher education policy dismissed 
as illegitimate in the context of national needs, and 
have protests against cuts characterised as "unrealistic 
demands". Public policy is not a simple "zero-sum" 
;.;; game where funding increases to one group or priority 
.. must come from another. Allocation in the national 
economy is a multi-faceted problem which can be met 
with any number of competing economic strategies. As 
such, the Coalition is consciously pursuing a strategy that 
(i) prioritises the budget deficit - a contentious objective -
and (ii) meets this priority with a specific policy regime 
that emphasises public sector cuts over progressive 
taxation. 
The efficacy of the Coalition's fiscal consolidation strategy is a 
^^ topic deserving an article in its own right. Briefly put though the 
arguments for such a strategy are at best equivocal. Australia 
\ V^'"'r'' already has the third smallest public sector in the OECD (behind Japan 
V N^-^" '^,/ and the US) and the meanest (or rather "tightly targeted") welfare 
states in the world. A cross-national empirical examination of 15 fiscal 
'• consolidation episodes in the OECD Economic Outlook provides grounds for 
reservations vis a v!s deficit reduction policies. Only two episodes yielded 
•^ significant reductions in unemployment with the rest showing either noticeable 
deterioration (6 instances), little change (5 cases) or marginal improvement (2 cases). 
Benefits in terms of interest rate reductions and increases in national savings were also 
ambivalent. 
Objections to such a potentially counter-productive economic strategy cannot be marginalised as sloganeering or 
as "unrealistic" and "self-centred" demands by interest groups. Students have legitimate grounds to question both the budget cuts and the specious supporting 
arguments about bearing "fair shares" of the deficit burden. Such arguments cynically pit health and welfare concerns against education. 
HECS • The Options 
The exact scale and scope of the changes to the higher education sector will not 
be known until August 20. The government's final decisions will of course be 
predicated on a careful assessment of political costs and "bottom-line" gains. 
Policy options canvassed so far include: 
(a) The Victorian Option: This is a plan devised by a group of Victorian VC's which 
Amanda Vanstone described as "creative". It involves a 30% increase in HECS 
coupled with an up-front tuition fee component. A means tested scholarship 
scheme would provide a "safety net". Creative indeed. 
(b) Lower Repayment Thresholds: A five to seven thousand dollar lowering of the 
income threshold for HECS repayment has been touted as the government's most 
lucrative option. This would mean that HECS would be levied on incomes below 
average weekly earnings, a blatantly regressive move. While the Coalition 
promised not to increase the amount of HECS for existing students it is uncertain 
whether that exemption applies to the conditions for repayment. 
(c) Austudy Cuts: The widely canvassed 100% loans scheme seems less likely as it 
is very politically painful and does not yield significant short term revenue gains. 
However tighter eligibility criteria have been heavily foreshadowed. 
(d) Operating Grants: Here we have a political problem. Before the election the 
Coalition explicitly promised to "at least maintain" operating grants. They could 
either break their promise (gasp!) or cut grants by stealth. For example, staff pay 
rises could be funded from existing grants effectively cutting university budgets. 
(e) Miscellaneous: Differential HECS, postgrad fees, increased rates of repayment. 
Be creative. 
Access Denied 
Resistance to the policy measures outlined above should not be based simply on 
their individual demerits. Rather, these individual changes must be seen as part of 
a policy continuum. For example, the most immediate response to a measure like 
30% HECS increases is to point out that its a rip-off. Such an increase is occurring 
in a context where funding is being cut — students are paying more and getting 
less. However, when HECS is viewed as part of the post-'88 policy framework 
crucial patterns are apparent. The very concept of HECS introduces wealth as a 
criteria for participation in higher education. Before the late '80's the prospect of 
multi-thousand dollar aebts accruing as part of your ecucation was not a 
consideration. The introduction of HECS in 1988 set a policy trajectory for higher 
education access. There has been a steady increase in the quantity of and 
conditions for HECS repayment since 1988 and it will be no surprise to see that 
trend continue. 
Once again, it is crucial that opposition to changes must not shy away from 
attacking the predominantly specious premises of the government's agenda. HECS 
is rationalised in public debate as being a "fair" contribution for sen/ices rendered, 
especially given the narrow socio-economic profile of higher education 
participants. Students should not be affronted into accepting these arguments. If 
equity advances have not been sufficient in a period of free education, then how 
can the imposition of a substantial economic penalty act as any sort of incentive? 
Furthermore, as it is don't people on higher incomes (ie: beneficiaries of higher 
education ) contribute a "fair" share through progressive taxation? Gi'ven this 
why levy heavy debts on people earning less than average weekly earnings, as one 
of the most prominent proposals suggests ? 
What Is to be Done? 
So what can you do a oppose cuts and will it work ? The answer is a fair bit and 
quite possibly. Students' relative political strength lies in numbers and direct 
political action. We do not have an official status as a privileged managerial cau-
cus like the Vice-Chancellors Committee or the raw industrial strength of the 
NTEU. However, there are around 600 000 of us which makes effective political 
rallies a viable option. The next NUS National Day of Action is scheduled for 
August 7. Also, this federal government has a record of being vulnerable to back-
bench pressure so write to your local Coalition MP. The Education, Women's and 
Post-grad areas of the union have pro-forma letters that will get you started. 
Above all, participate in genera! education campaigns and stay informed — the 
union also has available a number of useful and concise NUS briefing papers on 
the issues. 
- M.Draca 
BUDGET 
(a response ) 
The last Federal l^ abor government lied to Australia^lnstead of the budget being 
in surplus, there was in fact a huge deficit of around $10 billion. No wonder they .We are in the situation we're in because of irresponsibility of the former 
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of bringing the budget back to the levels of sanity. 
There are only four ways a government can reduce the budget deficit; it can raise 
the ,taxes, decrease spending, print money or borrow some mdre. Borrowing was 
I. _'.. .,1 - I _ 1 _ i - I ' l J . - : _ x _ - _ .1 - _ i J I - r i: . .: :J. I u 
accustomed to! Printing money is an equally absurd solution. It's hard (not to 
merttion politically suicidal) to raise the taxes jtist as the country is still struggling 
lu emeiye iiuiii leLebjiiuM. oeiiuci, ii uueiii i id\i? v.dit; ui uie uiiuciiyiny ijiuuicm 
which is that-the government is overspending. Decreasing that spending is the 
only reasonable solution to the legacy of debt and deficit that the Labor govern-
ment has left us with. ' ' \ 
. When we say that all the Australians will have t^o bear* the bujxien of reducing 
' budget deficit, the key word is "all". Everyone, not just jn education, will have tc?; 
suffe^ the quts. ft would be unrealistic and selfish to expect education to be left' ; 
alone, while all the. other ai'eas of government ' ' ^ 
spending, be it defence, health, infrastructure, social welfare have to take ' ^ 
budget.cuts.' ' • ' ' i ' , " ^ ' 
The key is that everyone,will have to contribufe their fair share,, 
and that includes students. There are.many reasonable and con-
vincing L . . 
argurnents, why education spending should not be cut. But 
we have to remember that there ate many equally reason-
' able and convincing ' ^ A 
arguments why there should not be any tuts in *" ^M 
health, defence, welfare arid every other area. Once I 
you start picking favourites and making exceptions 
the whole" system^ceases to "be fair and becomes yet 
another cynical political game where decisions are 
made on basis of which pressure group is the. 
loudest or who paid the best lobbyists. '• ^ 
Education cuts do not necessarily mean any • 
reduction in quality of education provided by an -
iribuiuiiun iii^ e uie uiiiveiiiiy ui vueciiiiciiiu. iiie 
University which can afford to build yet another, 
administrative building, pay its Vice Chancellor | 
a $250,000-plus package and consider buying 
out Bond Uni at the cost of some $150 million 
(!)^certainly looks like it can well afford to have 
certain areas cut, without those cuts even start- ^ , 
ing to come 
anywhere near the actual lecture rooms. 
The task is to insure that the cuts, wh^n made, will 
have as little impact on an average student as pos- ^ 
sible. University administration and bureaucracy is 
one of those areas that the Federal government,, 
should well look at when considering the education 
cuts. There are others. 
Balanced budget has also some indirect effects that will be 
felt by students. Better governmental management of its 
finances means lower taxes, lower interest rates - it means 
economy in which employers once again can afford to create 
jobs; it means Australia where university graduates will not have as 
many problems as they currently have with finding employment, buy-
ing their own house etc. 
where the Labor government left the state in similar financial mess, tough 
spending cuts also had to be rriade, b^ ut now, after^  three years, the state finances 
are in a good enough shape to allow more .spending again, iricluding spending c 
education. • \ 
Every sector ot tne community must contrioute to solving fne prooiem or oudgel 
deficit. That ihcludes kudents. There are ways of achieving the cuts<without 
;MdhWliTiliiiailir:iniBMgtlitga>[iWHMi1»iii*>liianMaft»lllI«liiTiM;>vgro*m 
them out to people who will have the unenviable task of deciding on thi 
This is the best and most constr(j(kive contribution we can make. 
Matthew Cavanagh 
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Apoor workman blames his tools. This cliche occurred to me whilst I was researching this article. It seems to be an alternative to that much scorned platitude of the gun lobby " Guns don't kill people: people do". And 
scorned though it may be, it does not divest it of its profound truth (as Don Maquis 
once said "An idea isn't responsible for the people who believe it" 
Guns are tools, devoid of life. A finger is the essentia! component in making a 
gun hurl forth its sinister and deadly ordnance. Therefore, what impels that finger to 
squeeze the trigger, the volatile cocktail of emotions and influences in the mind, must be 
studied and combated. For all the demented men who slaughtered their fellows, the gun 
was merely a means to an end. 
The problem with much of the gun debate now is that the pro-control people see 
the gun as the crux of the problem. But, as the machete attack at the British pre-school 
illustrates, guns do not a butchering make. The provocateur must lie elsewhere. 
Why do they do it? Fame, revenge, exorcising personal demons perhaps, Emulation 
also probably plays a large part. Not just emulation of real maniacs like Jack the Ripper, 
Jeffrey Dahmer, David Berkowitz, Ted Bundy, Charles Manson etcetera, but also sucfi pop-
ular figures as Hannibal Lecter, Chucky, Freddy Krueger, Jason, Rambo, the Terminator, 
Robocop and all their ilk. Then there is the rampant and graphic violence in other movies 
like 'Natural Born Killers', 'Cape Fear', 'Total .Recall', all the 'Lethal Weapons', 'Speed', 'Die 
Hards', 'Dirty Harrys', 'Under Sieges' and all van Damme films, to name a few. 
There can be no doubt that gratuitous violence in entertainment has an effect. 
Numerous studies over the last few decades have confirmed this. However, to prove what 
we see on our screens has an effect we need not quote statistics or investigations - all we 
need do is expose Hollywood's blatant doublethink. 
Consider this: If what we watch has no effect, why must we constantly endure ads? 
The entire advertising industry is based on the belief that even fleeting exposure to their 
products will bring customers. Is Hollywood saying that we ignore the destructive, anti-
social themes before us. while attentively imbibing the adverts that interrupt pro-
grams annoyingly frequently? 
Remember those destroyed cars in 'Jurassic Park'? The manufac-
turer (Toyota, I believe) payed copious amounts to have their 
vehide used instead of another's. The result? Hitherto this 
car was unpopular: now sales skyrocketed. Are we to 
believe their silent presence in this unstoppably successful 
movie was effective, while the hilarity at graphically seeing a 
guy on a toilet eaten by a T-Rex had no impact on the film's 
multitudinous fans? (This hypocrisy is further maddening 
when one considers how self-congratulatory Hollywood is 
when addressing issues like AIDS, the environment and the 
Holocaust.) 
That is another worrying aspect of cinema today; 
death as comedy. For years now characters after a rage 
have made some pithy remark as the coup de grace. After 
viewing 'Total Recall', a 12-year-old girl made the com-
ment, "I can't say that it's violent really. It's pretty funny to 
see people getting shot in the head'. This philosophy 
reached its epitome in 1993 when, at a screening of 'Schindler's List' to Los Angeles stu-
dents, 68 had to be removed for laughing uproariously at the events depicted. 
This demonstrates just how different violence of today's movies is to that of old, 
Violence is a dramatic thing and thus has always been and will always be shown in enter-
tainment. However, in the old Westerns, John Wayne was never glib after killing some-
one. As one commentator noted, "In 'Bullitt' (1968), and 'The 
French Connection' (1971), in 'The Searchers' (1956) and in the 
movies of Sam Peckinpah, the violence, however graphic, was 
muted by a deep ambivalence that shadowed even the most 
righteous-seeming acts of vengeance, and that therefore sup 
pressed the viewer's urge to join in kicking. In contrast, 
screen violence now is used primarily to invite the viewer 
to enjoy the feel of killing, beating, mutilating.' 
The scale of violence has also changed, Sixty-five 
years ago, people were shocked by the classic gang 
ster movie 'Public Enemy'. This violence was in fact 
a total of eight deaths, all conducted off-screen. 
Compare this with 'Die Hard 2': 264 slayings, 
most done graphically on screen. Inflicting 
much of this was the good guy, someone to 
admire and emulate, according to Hollywood 
and the mechanics of heroism. James Cagney's 
character in 'Public Enemy' could never be con-
strued as an idol. 
When released, there was much ado 
about 'Pijblic Enemy's' "sensational and 
sometimes sensationally incoherent murders". 
Well may we laugh at people's squeamishness in 
1931, but does it not say sometning forlorn about 
the human condition in the 1990's when we hardly 
worry about the lil.'es of 'Die Hard 2'? Also, the criti-
cism then was about a single movie - the critidsm today is 
of a pandemic of violence in our popular culture. 
Do not be fooled - violent hedonism is all-pen/asive 
today. Of those movies receiving the U.S. PG rating (i.e. suitable 
for children), 60% contain violence in some form. With music and 
TV, a sun/ey found 29 acts of violence in a typical MTV hour - about one every two min-
utes. Gore and mutilation has now reached our computers. What sort of ideas might a 
ten-year-old draw from games like 'Wolfenstein' or 'Doom'? Certainly not that rampaging 
with a Gatling gun is boring, or illicit, or that murder is an aberrant feature of life, or that 
gore is an object of revulsion, not fun. 
It has sometimes been suggested that displaying the grim realities of violence will 
repulse people and so violence in society will decrease. Wrong. Graphically portraying vio-
lence desensitises people, so they are not revolted or surprised at films which show hun-
dreds of deaths, or at family slayings in reality. People then consider 
violence an inescapable part of life and so allow some small 
portion in their own lives, fostering its growth. 
I am not saying Hollywood alone 
caused Port Arthur etcetera. The butchers 
were crazy from the first. However, the 
popular culture glorified and legitimised 
violence, appealing to their psychotic 
predispositions, quite possibly tipping 
them over the edge. But this is not 
the only way society is harmed by 
Hollywood's violent obsessions. 
To quote one study, "While some 
viewers may react to the view-
ing of violence on TV by an 
increase in aggressive behaviour, others may 
respond by becoming more fearful and anxious, causing withdrawal and abdication of 
social involvement and responsibility". 
People today are without hope. Sure, the I990's are tough - the economy is less 
abundant, jobs fewer and menial, new social ills manifest themselves almost monthly. But 
times have been bad before - the Great Depression and World War II, for instance - and 
people were not hopeless. In fact, movies did a roaring trade then, offering a few hours 
of uplifting entertainment. The bleak outlook today in films offers no escape. 
As a result, film attendance has plummeted drastically. In 1948, 90 million 
Americans a week went to the movies. When TV was introduced, this fell to 40-49 mil-
lion. There it stayed for over a decade, until in 1965 Hollywood changed again, losing 
over half its audience by 1969 (17.5 million that year). Attendance has hovered around 2C 
million ever since, despite an increasing population. Why? it was not technology - video 
and cable TV were still a decade away. Basically, the Sixties came to Hollywood and never 
left, so many moviegoers left the dnema's and never returned. Is it any wonder 
that we pay about $10 to see a film today, while our parents bought movie 
tickets, drinks and popcorn for the equivalent of 50 cents? (No it is not 
inflation - prices have gone up at almost twice the inflation rate since 
1982, about 70%). 
This also destroys the idea that Hollywood is merely chasing profits 
in its bleak ruminations on life, if they wanted profits they would make 
oW-style films - life affirming, optimistic, something children could 
Watch. Rather, Hollywood enjoys making noisy and violent movies, 
doesn't want to change, denies responsibility (in true Sixties fashion) 
and doesn't know how else to conduct itself. 
What, then, should be done? Censorship has often been sug-
gested. However, it can be stifling to some, it is undemocratic and 
!«W-v-i*^ >iiu.^  v^ .' '^,/M//M//ML 
would be unworkable in today's 
Hollywood system anyway. What is 
required is people power. It has been 
done before. Until 1984, scores of 
movies depicted how liberating, sexy and 
useful drugs were. After much public 
pressure, however, Hollywood changed 
tune - with few exceptions, drug dealers 
are now the bad guys when shown. 
Also, gratuitous references to condoms, seatbelts and the environment can now be found in 
many movies. 
Home censorship - V-Chips - is a good start. It gives power over what is seen back the true 
owners - parents, and people in general. However, this does not lessen the impact. There still 
will be kids who watch violence and that will be brought into school. Adults wili still be allowed 
to view this so-called 'mature' entertainment. 
What is needed is for Hollywood itself to change. Chanty begins at home, after all. They 
must exercise some form of self censorship. Executives would receive hundreds 
of scripts from prospective writers yearly. Not all are made; therefore some 
self censorship is exercised even now. A movie about Martin Luther King 
saying he was a drunken, ambitious philanderer who abused children 
wouldn't ever be made, so why make one saying Jesus Christ was a 
murderer and voyeur who slept with Mary Magdalene? (I refer to 
The Last Temptation of Christ' (1989), which was protested the 
world over and flopped hideously.) 
What would be best is a document, agreed to by all the 
major studio's, expressing the value.s of the entprtainment 
industry and its responsibility to the wider public. This code of 
conduct could indude: 
- a statement accepting the industry's responsibility in 
determining the attitudes of people, especially children; 
- promises not to show - or if it must be shown, in an 
unfavourable ligh: - gratuitous violence or other destructive, 
anti-social activities and values, like sexism and racism; 
- an affirmation of their right to make films which chal-
lenge the audience (rather than shock Iut i:^ !'J,t th?^) and their 
right to make a profit. 
We can only hope that the destructiveness of the pop-
ular culture has not had a permanent and greatly detrimental 
effect on the people exposed to it. At best, perhaps, society in the future will be more callous. 
At worst, a generation of people will took upon meaningless and escalating destruction as fun 
and an entirely legitimate solution for problems. But, overall, the outlook is good. Hollywood is 
gradually learning about people's outrage and its cost to them. They have already started putting 
in constructive messages and we know they can change their beliefs. However, change must be 
soon and quick. The evidence is before them of the results of the whirlwind which they have 
sown. They must be persuaded - rationally and soberly - to change their ways. People must then 
be vigilant and persistent. After all, the society of our future is at stake. - iBK 
^ 
Convenience Store 
A note on sources: Most ideas and figures are from Michael !\/ledved's thoroughly 
researched and readable book, "Hollywood vs. America", available through Brisbane City 
Council libraries, but not, unfortuately. at UQ. I would recommend it for every consumer of the 
popular culture i.e. everyone. 
Otherwise, the studies "Bang Band, You're Dead" by the Anglican Diocese of Sydney and 
"Toys, Triggers and Television: Violence and Youth in the 1990's" by the 3T Committee 
(both available at the Undergrad Library) were used. 
FIVEWAYS SHOPPING CENTRE 
CNR GAILEY RD & SWAN ROADS 
OPEN 7 OAYS - Oam TO MIDNIGHT 
hot food 
frozen coke 
cigarettes 
stationery 
ice-creams 
flowers 
large range of groceries 
THE WISE 
WAY TO SHOP 
ph: 3870 7155 
Proudly owned 
by 
Sansar & Veenar 
Sharma 
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The round-up of the mad, the bizarre and the surreal from around the world 
True statements 
taken from the 
insurance claim 
forms in Canada: 
1. Coming home, I drove into the wrong house and 
collided with the tree I don't have. 
2.1 collided with a stationary truck coming the other 
way. 
3. The car was all over the road. I had to swerve a 
number of times before I hit him. 
4.1 pulled away from the side of the road, glanced at 
my mother-in-law and headed over embankment. 
5.1 had been driving for forty years when I fell asleep 
at the wheel and had the accident. 
6. An invisible car came out of nowhere, struck my 
vehicle and vanished. 
7.1 was sure the old fellow would never make it to 
the other side of the road when I struck him. 
8. The pedestrian had no idea which way to run. so I 
ran him over. 
9.1 saw the slow mowing sad faced old gentleman 
as he bounced off the hood of my car. 
10. To avoid hitting the bumping bar of the parking 
car in front,'I struck the pedestrian. 
Stefan Sigmond, a native of Cluj in Romania broke 
his previous record of smoking 750 dgarettes simul-
tanously by getting through 800 using this peculiar 
wheel-shaped device. It only took him 6 minutes but 
Sigmond won't have the pleasure of appearing in the 
new edition of "Guiness Book of Records" which 
now dicourages dangerous and unhealthy feats. 
[APl.fRj 2/2/1996 
Queen Victoria Bridge was closed by the 
police recently, out of fear for the safety of 
a man tvho claimed to be tinder the influ-
ence of ecstasy. Tlje closure tvas ordered 
when, during a stand-off the passing 
motorists urged the man to jump. 
"The Sunday Mail" 14/4/96 
The prize for the most foul behaviour of 1995 goes 
to a 32-year old resident of Pittsburg, Michael Husar, 
who was arrested after his neighbours complained 
about "obnoxious odour" coming from his apart-
ment. The police found a 5-days old headless dear 
carcass; Husar himself admitted to finding the animal 
but denied he illegally killed it with a crossbow. 
After bringing it home Husar had sex with it and 
drank some of its blood. 
[AP] 7/12/1995 
The astronomers at the Parkes 
Observatory in Australia had a bit ofan 
egg on their faces after picking up on their 
equipment what they thought was a trans-
mission coming from aliens. The radio 
signals coming at 2.3 to 2.4 gigahertz 
every day around dinner time proved to 
be originating from their microwave oven. 
"New Scientist" 22/1/1996 
After the successful use of wolf urine during the 
Lillehammer Winter Olympic Games, which was 
sprayed to prevent elks straying onto the roads, 
the urine is now exported to Kuwait to stop camels 
from colliding with cars on the local highways. 
"The European" 27/1/1996 
The Libyan dictator Colonel Muamniar 
Khadafi is pursuing a new career - perhaps 
thinking of retirement - as a bestselling writer 
of children's stories. His collection "The 
Village is the Village, the Land is the Land" 
and "The Suicide of the Spaceman" has 
shipped nearly 100,000 copies hp|ngor.|y (y^.. 
Suit] curreriiiy by the Koran and the sayings of 
Muhammed. Khadafi has been described by the 
reviewers as "an outstanding storyteller" with 
"his own distinguished style derived from his 
vision of the Arab reality." No news as to what 
happens to the reviewers who are not so kind. 
"The Weekend Australian" 16-17/3/1996 
The Cuban migrant Enrique Silberg, who changed his 
name to Ubiquitous Perpetuity God was sentenced in 
February to nine months in jail for indecent exposure. 
The 68-year old God has been arrested 18 times 
since 1978 for similar offences; his actions motivated 
by the desire that women "could have some aware-
ness of God." Judge Lynn Taylor was apparently per-
suaded by the words of the court-appointed psychia-
trist who gave her opinion that "God is simply too 
sick to be out in the streets". 
[AP] 15/2/1996 
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The African country of Zanzibar is being 
terrorised by popobawa, an one-eyed dwarf 
with pointed ears, bats wings and a tail, 
which is said to prowl at night and rape 
men. The victims of creature's sexual 
assaults are coming forward with terrifying 
tales of night-time encounters and the island 
nations is in a grip of panic that has hospi-
tals filled virtth iiyured men who were mis-
taken for popobawas by the mobs . Previous 
panic of this type in the past were associat-
ed with periods of pohtical instabihty, and 
during the current elections both the chief 
minister and the leader of the opposition 
were accusing each other of being the crit-
ter. 
"The Guardian" 2/10/1995 
A brave attempt to develop a new home remedy has 
ended in tragedy when a man suffocated in his sleep 
after putting tampons up his nose to stop him from 
snoring. Mark Gleeson of Haslemere, Surrey was 
found dead next morning by his girlfriend. The 
inquest was told he had some wine and sleeping 
tablets the night before. Coroner recorded a verdict 
of accidental death. 
"The Sunday Mail" 10/3/1996 
Fucking I 
bitte 
nicht so schnell! 
^ <J 
The unfortunate name of the town in northern 
Austria provides the pa.ssing tourists with hours of 
amusement. The sign underneath, aimed at deter-
ring souvenir-hunters reads, also very unfortunatel-
ly , "Please - not so fast!" 
"Expressen"(Sweden) 28/1/1996 
The 72-year old pensioner of Uttle Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, 
Joan Davies died in her bathroom after slipping and impaling 
herself on the toilet brush. The object vifent through her eye 
and 17 centimetres inside her brain. 
The Daily Record"(UK) 15/7/1995 
Democrais Foreign Affairs 
spokeswoman Vicki Bourne 
described the choice of the name 
for the first national Indonesian 
car as "tasteless". The car is 
called "Timor". 
"The Courier Mail" 25/6/1996 
If you think that you'ue seen 
some pretty strange book titles 
around, you should consider the 
uilnner of 'The Bookseller" 
magazine's winner of the prize 
for the Oddest Title of the Vear; 
in 1995 It tuas an effort by D. 
Dauies and H. Shaui called "Re-
using Old Graues". The runners-
up included "Rmputee 
Management - R Handbook", 
"Searching for Railiuay Pole 
Insulators" and "The History of 
the Concrete Roofing Tile". 
"Guardian"(UK) 3/11/1995 
The inhabitants ofa small New Zealand 
town were my.stified for a while after di.s-
covcring five dead sheep hanging in the 
trees about 100 meters off die ground. 
The mystcrv' was solved after a heli-
copter pilot owed up to accidentally 
dropping his cargo while flying over. 
IRl 19/9/199.S 
It's official: Fred Flintstonc and liis descendants 
were sex maniacs, tneavy drinkers and a drug users 
to boot. The latest archaeological research suggests 
that our cave-dwelling ancestors as early as 30,000 
years ago were engaging in whole host of sexual 
activities including homosexuality, transvestisn^ and 
transsexuality. The featureless Palaeolithic figurines 
of wonnen with emphasised breasts and buttocks 
can be seen as evidence that even then our female 
ancestors were largely objectified by the early 
artists. Meanwhile traces of henbane, a mind-alter-
ing drug, were found in a lump of burnt porridge 
( of all things) in a settlement in Britain dating 
back to 2000 BC. The alcohol itself was discovered 
by some lucky person around 7000 BC. 
"The Australian" 25/6/1996 
A man was admitted tc the casualty 
department of a Belfast hospitai vvi&. a 
wind-up toy turtle attached to his testicles. 
The unfortunate's excuse vvas that his son 
dropped it into his bath where the turtle 
connected with his privates and jammed. 
Yeah, sure. 
'The Sunday M!rrcr"f!.JKI 3/9/! 995 
The movie-goers in a Berlin cinema had 
some amusement stepping over, kicking 
and walking over (hc back of whal they 
thought was a dummy pronioting a film 
called "Deadly Virus". In reality it was the 
body of Max Bauer, cinema's usher who 
suffered a fatal heart attack just before the 
film opened, 
"The Daily Star"(UK) 27/4/1996 
An Israeli soldier Moshe Dor-On, work-
ing after hours at Jerusalem's "Mystic 
Pizza" fast food outlet was kneaded to 
death after he fell into dough-mixer. 
The 21-year old was trying to reach to 
the bottom of the machine to scrub off 
some dough when he lost his balance 
and tumbled down. 
[R] 3/8/1995 
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THE SIMPLE FACTS 
• The most affordable, best featured 
notebook computer available. 
• 3 Year Parts & Labour Warranty -
one of the best in the industry. 
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in computer tech n ology ffom some ol Ihe rr.ost 
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peripheral (Connection 
Shop 1, 4 Corrie Streel, Chermside 4032 
107) 3350 5955 
(with acknowledgements to the one & only "FORTEAN TIMES": The journal of strange phenomena, available in 
Australia from Richard Gwynn - Seary, 5 Eurelia Court, 9 Palm Av. Bellara, Bribie Is. QLD 4507 
SO ¥ 0 1 WANT TO BE A ROCUi S ^ . . . . 
mt mmm m nRKitNrriif si NEW (OVERS oiUiD 
All you have to do is perform 3 cover songs of your favourite art ist/s. 
You'll be Judged on sound > performance crowd participation & Rock Star Quality. 
You can do anything you want to make your gig the best!! 
Interested? Call Michelle on 3221 1511 to enter. 
Limited entry, Great Prizes including a paid gig at Mary Street. Competition starts 2nd August. 
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Caffinated City Beverage Blues 
Techoverload ... 
Myer terminals tell me 
To use more fly-buys 
Whilst the ATM now fuckmg talks to me. 
(It never listens tho.) 
McDonald Land beeps and grinds 
And groans 
As the ice-cream machine shoots its 
Soft-serve load 
And coke comes with the push of a button. 
Cookies. 
Kookies. 
My 95 cent bottomless whips the ass 
Of a three-buck-fuck Caffe Latte 
From the Club. 
But, 
Not being a member 
I'm free to observe and consume ... 
And fly-by... 
Bye. Bye. 
by Geoff Parkes 
Kentucky Fried Cobain 
I had a dream the other night 
TJiat Kurt Cobain had died 
And thousands of red-necked, 
Flannel-dad wankers 
Wore shirts with his junky eyes 
Starting out at the empty streets. 
Then I woke up; 
And I saw 
That my dream had come true. 
So I picked up my latest copy 
Of Rolling Stone, 
Flipped through the pages 
And looked for another face to kill. 
by Geoff Parkes 
Emergence of a SuTjer Model 
Wanted 
I took painkillers. 
But you were still there 
And I still wanted to kill you; 
To drive through 
Your cold reeking bones 
The same aching words you had used 
To crumble my walls 
And stride through my weary realms. 
I wanted you to wake and clutch nothing; 
No-one. 
To sit and watch repeats of Letterman 
And Tele-mall shopping programs, flogging motivational tapes, 
At 3 am. 
And to drag yourself from stinking clothes 
And a stained mattress every morning 
Out into the rain-soaked streets 
Only to feel numb and void. 
I wanted you to bang your head 
Against walls and car bonnets; 
To beat your fists repeatedly against the 
Traffic-light poles in New Farm; 
Just to see if you still felt; 
If you still cared. 
Just to see if you still feel as bitterly twisted 
As I do. 
I wanted you to read this poem. 
by Geoff Parkes 
She is down to earth 
(I am the earth she walks on) 
this is all she wants 
(all the world is enough) 
she has only just begun 
to become 
SHE. 
she Is so sweet 
we are so proud 
(keep my foot out of my mouth) 
she is so cool 
she is so calm 
(I am sick to me back teeth of her) 
in front of the make-up mirror 
doubles her own pleasure 
if she died tomorrow 
I would be surprised 
(she seems so together) 
if she died tomorrow 
I would not be that surprised 
(she seems too eager to please) 
either way 
I am impressed 
by the way she is dressed 
by M. Blackwood 
Prick 
I really wanna touch your neck 
The pulse beneath - Oh such warm skin! 
You can come 'n join our sect 
Be part ot our exclusive kin 
It's not a bad life ... 
underground 
Us parasites have lots of fun 
Fermenting friends they hang around 
Wait for the setting of the sun 
I know it's true 
we do cause pain 
Not much at all 
think of the bliss 
Your precious blood 
a punctured vein 
Immortal fiom a precious kiss 
Take it away 
We don't wanna know 
Our love may be strange but 
You won't say no 
We love everyone, 
by David Burrell 
Devil f ish 
The devilfish glides past on silent wings 
As elusive and harmless as shadows 
On my bedroom wall 
The wallpaper pattern 
A cloud of plankton 
Moving and turning 
With the iTiild ocean swell 
The devilfish barely fluttering 
Balancing 
Feeding non-stop on the plankton 
Swirling 
Wrasses nibbling at its gills with 
Delicate mouths 
As the devilfish rides the currents 
Like an unden/vater surfer 
Then effortlessly arching into the mist 
In endlessly slow loops 
Unable to hold off sleep 
Falling into oblivion. 
Cunn in.qham '3 Gai) 
Hillside 
felled trees 
felled trees 
burnt out -
hollowed 
like death in animals 
after the visitation rights 
of crows. 
Bumps taken out 
bruises yellowed 
by the distance -
the tall germinations 
of 'black boys' 
telling tales 
of ashes to dust. 
Deep ravines 
choked by years 
of vines -
heavily inebriated. 
A heavy mist and fog 
conspires 
but irritated eardrums 
and associated clogged canals 
sense the heights -
such pleasure 
in the guise of everyday. 
The damp peels itself off 
but infiltrates stili 
like an absent lover. 
Soine sensations 
can never 
be lost. 
by Tracy L Morrison 
Angels Gift 
Aching v/ith longing 
I bargain with angels 
Who carry you to me by winds 
Mysteriously cool 
Out of the summer heat. 
My memory of those delicate angels 
has almost been burned away 
By the brightness of their gift. 
by M. Blackwood 
Sometimes 
The eternal burden comes from within 
Without it we cannot sun/ive 
To love or not to 
It changes form, shape, face and creature 
Surfacing in our lives every so often 
Maybe once a year, maybe once a life 
Sometimes mistaken 
Sometimes discarded 
Never overlooked 
For if the chance is passed 
Ttie sting of regret brings the burden to the surface 
What if... 
Had I... 
Should of... 
The start of misery 
Bless you ... 
Thanks champ .., 
I really do... 
The beginning of the path to happiness. 
By Neil Simmonds. 
by M. Blackwood 
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Morrls Whiting^^^| 
(to be read in an early Chicago accent). 
It was late, about six-thirty, when she burst jfntoJjjSf^ice. I had 
been on my way out at the time, and after ^ ecoj^lri^, froni havip; 
the door opened into my face, I sat down 
Her name was Rosey, and she was strung-
talked so quickly it was almost impossible, 
analyse her at the same time (something eve/ 
was neurotic, racked with sexual tension an -^'aj9W,'self e^ te<efhv^ ui 
wasn't unusual considering that she wa^ after all, a-pink sald|d^^| 
that, she had this innocent look which told me I jus,t h2|d to" J J„^ 
(the case, that is). Her fiancee (a staunch opponent of the m^ Jcker^  
had gone missing a week ago and nobody had seen htm sin^d?^'( 
feared the worst. I agreed, if the mackerel had fishnapped^Jiii^ i'if^  ^ 
well be dead soon, so I was going to have to work^aujd&y.'1 stubb'etl.:' 
my untouched cigarette (I can never keep them Iit[^ rn7erwater)r^giiv'e' 
her a reassuring peck on the gills and toid herjjfptfo.Vvbyry.n'Her. ; , 
fiancee was a tuna, a tough breed, and I had^rary hope'of'flhi^ing' 
him alive. After all she had come to me, the ^est private detective -
who ever swam through the briny waters. ^^ tWi MorrI? Whiting-' 
Phish Investigator. •'* • ; , • 
I grabbed my hat and coat, said goodbye to Rosey and head-- "'•''. 
ed down to the local sand-bar, to contact my contajjtjs (giaj?- S 
es make me look dorky) and put feelers out. "''• '••/.•, ••'••.. 
Rosey had given me a photo of Lance the tuna/c^nd I . - '; ' 
showed it around, but no-one had seen him recently. Th'e,,._.'' ^ .,•' 
closest I got was a shifty looking bream who s^ ld she'd i^ : . ^ • 
seen him a few days ago, but wanted a couple of bourbonj 
before she'd say any more. I got her bourbons and walked 
up to the rocks, at the other end of the bar. Sfie di^nk them 
quickly, then whispered into me scaly part of my^ 'head where 
an ear should be, that she'd seen Lance staying at the Kelp ... 
motel three days ago. I thanked her, downed the last of my 
Cinzano on the rocks and headed across to the.'seedier.sjde of 
town, to visit the Kelp motel. . ; - / , ' • w '- '*' 
I knew the owner well, a small time pimp and.ptacrit^n^ 
was usually off his face. I swam in, held.upltil^liitftd, qi[ggp?>d*^ag 
of top grade plankton on the table and pobiit^^-haj^a^tt^jii^^^e^^^^ 
it was harsh, but it was the only languageJbei*fid6rs^^(^^,H«old.^ ^ 
that Lance used to come here a lot with art attrgcthrS^^ytpigicdral trout' ' 
if 
/ 
.'^ \; 
y-v 
; ?[•: >.^<^-:->r\:y:i^c^Mtr^'^i^-^-: ,:^4;;'^-^4-• 
and stay overnight. I pushed the harpooncjtfsfir to Jtis gills/ He admitted 
that the pair had been there three days ago; buYh^d Jeft earlier than.nor-
mal, escorted at fillet-knife point by Jose' Ramon^  knoyvn by fn6stj.asthe\.i 
'shell-man'for the Spanish mackerels. " '.^'*'^».^ 
I left the squalor of 'the Kelp' in a hurry :\*ith4Tiy-new informati6riand got 
in contact with Leon Hester, a small fishjin the maekerels' operations. Leon 
was a mullet, and they'll do anything for money, so I bought some informa-
tion. He didn't know much, but he did tell mg that the pretty young trout 
was probably the adopted daughter of the Big Fish j jv l she was rumoured^ 
to be in the hatchery as a result of an affair, "^  
So, it looked as if Lance had inadvertently become involved with the mack-
erels, via a fling with a coral trout. But why had he disappeared? The 
mackerels couldn't stand the shame of having a single mother amongst 
them, surely they'd force Lance to marry, not kill him. I looked at my 
watch, but it wasn't working, it never had, it vyasn't waterproof. I just 
wore it for show. I decided to go home and think through the problem 
over a bottle of cinzano and a good sleep. 
•f ^ 
• ^ 1 * ? . ' When I woke up, I remembered little of the night before, not 
because I drank too much, but because fish h^^^ got such small 
brains. However I had written down a theo^ that would explain ;^ 
Lance's disappearance, now I had to prove it.-, -
I headed over to the pier, early that morningrto flnd t^he bdclf ^ ;,; 
page of the local human newspaper, and sure ^ nough there^'^^] 
was one floating around. The pier was a danglerbus place;'.- _ J ^ 
to visit, worse if you were eating out, so I took the soggy^^'^^p^ 
newsprint and returned to my office. Upon readirig it, my :: ^ :- ^ ^ 
theory was confirmed. I called Rosey on the cone, shell arid-:>^=r-j|i:: 
told her to come to the office. I showed her the picture pfr-.. "^ "^ liv^ f 
Lance hanging gutted from a young angler's handAinder'i^tchx..J';^ 
of the day'. She sobbed a little, seems she'd been-expectin|rt^^ ^ 
worst. I explained Lance had been having an affair withVyoiingv?;^ 
coral trout and had got her pregnant. Unfortunately sheturnedojuit 
to be the daughter of the Big Fish and they were fordriphim to rnariy 
her. But he couldn't, the mackerels ran against everythinghe^ believed 
in, so he escaped and committed suicide, going on arv eating binge. aJCtRelJ 
pier. The mackerels had obviously just found out too, fae£ausea-pregiia|;^ 
trout had been found floating (what else?) that morning.' Rosey^broke :^ 
down into tears when I had finished, it sure was hard for her. .v.Xll^lfciTF., 
That night Rosey wanted to sleep with me, but 1 couldn't, that would^ j^^ ^ j^^ ''*-' 
been taking advantage of her and besides she hadn't paid.myjccourfffWr-i*'; 
yet. Hey, it's a big fish eats little fish world out there, and Vveg^^^^'^f 
do. • •- ,^:J^0Mh' 
I'm Morris Whiting P. I., case closed. 
- an extract from the secret files of Morris Whiting 
. • v . ; ' . . . • . - -
by Robert Bell. - >, .\^ '^ 
.', i»i:'Wiu<tfiwaiiii:"'/..'«.'vi' 
''T'r^miM^IJ^ 
For tihose of you uni students that want an adventure, a cultural experience, 
a magical spiritual awake'iing - a trip to Nepal is for youl 
On the 24th January 1995 a friend and I caught a plane out of Sydney bound 
for Kathmandu. We had one night Cthank goodness) in Bangkok where we 
stayed in The Rama Gardens, an enormous hatel to wtiich we were delivered 
(much to our surprise) in a limousine Mercede Benz - an oasis compared to 
the poverty outside the walls of the hotel. To be greeted by a circular drive-
way, a bubbling waterfall in the foyer, affluent guests lour.ging around on 
leather couches, when we were expecting an airpnrt hotel was quite a shnck. 
We looked like refugees who'd just stepped off the boat (since we were 
dressed for trekking! 
We set off for the airport the next day enlightened by the late night televi-
sion we had been privileged to see. It had featured an Indian Oprah Winfrey 
giving advice to her Indian audience in and out of Hind' and English, a 
Japanese Karaoke king dressed in a suit in a fake Japanese garden and a few 
outrageous movies which we couldn't make any sense of. 
So when we arrived in Kathmandu we were prepared for anything, or so I 
thought. Nothing prepares you for what you see outside the plane window. 
Nepal is not even classified as a 'third' world country; its lower on the scale. 
But don't let that put you off. Read on, 
We were greeted by a thousand faces, eager to take our bags and serve us 
to earn thein living. To cut a long story short, we got in a cab with a man 
named Binod who was gaing to take us to the hotel he worked for, 'Tusha 
Guesthouse' He told us it meant 'paradise' and from the drive to the hotel 
you could hardly expect anything of the sort. Upon arriving we were pleas-
antly surprised by the young men that were at our service and particularly 
the reception guy who became a good friend; his name was Oodob, meaning 
God. Dur firs: night in Kathmandu was spent with Binod and his friends. We 
went to their local hang out which was a place called 'The Teahouse' where 
they sang and danced and we joined in. It was amazing, we made friends 
with the ginis singing, one of them was called Star, 
The Nepalese people were extremely friencly people, and we made instant 
friendships with these men, whom we sav,/ throughout our stay in Nepal. 
They arranged the trekking and the jungle expeditions for us. 
Qur f irst day in Kathmandu we visited the Monkey Temple, which was quite a 
walk from our hotel through areas which were devastatingly poor. We 
crossed a river of effluent, rubbish and filth with pigs rummaging through 
food scraps on the banks. When we reached the temple we were dumbfound-
ed and saw the steps that led to the temple, woh' What an amazingly steep 
climb, 45 degrees - no joke! We had to hold onto the railings and commented 
on these two women powering ahead of us who were twice our age 
When we reached the top it was breathtaking. The temple was a large white 
dome with the eyes of the god that overlooks the city. There were prayer 
wheels skirting the bottom of the dome, and a Buddhist mcnk was walking 
around the temple in his red robe, swinging his incense canister and spinning 
the prayer wheels to send a constant stream of prayers to heaven. We 
walked around the other side of the temple and saw people lined up in front of 
a shrine, giving their small offerings to the gods. 
A mute deaf boy came up to us and signed that we looked tired, and made 
fun of our height difference. He was innocent and radiated a happiness that i 
had never seen before, especially in one so poor. His clothes were all torn 
and his face as black as the soil beneath his feet. 
After our temple visit, we descended the stairs and eventually found our way 
back to the hotel. The next day we spent looking around the vicinity of our 
hotel, meeting local shop owners keen to make deals. Then we set off for the 
mountains. 1 was ready to get out of the city, the choking, smoggy, dirty 
city, with .ickshaws and motorbikes nearly running you over. It was never 
dull. I wanted to breath some fresh mountain air and venture into the 
heights, though our hotel in Kathmandu had already become like home. 
Our first day trekking Jo didn't take very well. Because of the altitude your 
heart has to adjust to the air getting thinner. I was real y dumbfounded 
when 1 beheld the mountains stretching up into the sky; in Australia there is 
nothing to compare to these huge beauties. 
We were climbing at quite a height but the thing that really hit me was that 
there was a higher level above and all around. Our first stop was Chandra 
Court and we enjoyed the simple bliss of a hot meal and a warm bed. 
Incidentally we took silk sheets to sleep in. inside our sleeping bags and it 
made bedtime really nice. The rooms we slept in had little shutters and 
faced the magnificence of the mountains outside. That's the other thing you 
notice, it feels like you have stepped hack in time, like its the middle ages, 
and you are on a quest or journey of some kind. 
Along the narrow mountain tracks you come across carrier donkeys, sheep 
being herded to Kathmandu fo" their wool and sherpas. men that carry goods 
on their backs (often as heavy or heavier than themselvesl and as they have 
been doing for generations, to sell their goods to lodges on the mountain 
routes. When they have sold their goods they set off for home, to take the 
money back to their waiting families. We kept running into these two young 
sherpas who were so friendly and happy. 
while they sweated and broke their backs to survive, we frolicked 
through the country on a frivolous holiday, it didn't seem fair at all. 
But they didn't complain. 
Every morning we set off early to walk about 5-7 hours a day. We would 
stop and take in the beauty, which was hreathtalcing. The scenery changes 
everyday, going from barren brown hillsides, to fields of green and yellow, to 
pure white, emersed in snow or thick jungle in which you enter another world 
Our next stop was Tiki Dundra where we had a solar shower. Our third day 
took us into a snowy region since it was winter we had down jackets on but 
it got quite warm trekking. The snow was amazing. We arrived at nightfall 
land awoke to a spectacular view of the mountains in the rising sin. 
I =rom this place we travelled through very icy regions. The sky was overcast 
and it was cold. On this day I wanted to keep moving and get to our destina-
tion. We were trekking through slippery snow with steep drops on either 
side of the path, A couple of tinres we fell onto cne another and all laughed, 
• but there was a nervous energy in the air. Everything around us was frozen 
land quiet. Huge waterfalls that every summer are gushing bodies of water, 
were now frozen masses of magnificence. 
Arriving at a lunch stop we met some interesting people from all around the 
i world, people trekking like ourselves. One man had been travelling for a year 
DV two and was still going. 
jThe next part of our trek took us into some beautiful green forests. It was 
. ;ungle but seemed enchanted to me like out of a J.R.R. Tolkien novel', I half 
i expected fairies to jump out of the stillness. We did however see monkeys 
• diving from tree to tree. One sat on his branch and was as fascinated by us 
; as we were by him. 
' When we arrived at Tadopanee there were natural hot springs and we all tool 
:he walk through the forest to the pools now encaptured concrete squares 
\ '[evidence of western meddlingV We bathed in ou" t-shirts and undies. Our 
' guide went in on the other side which was partitioned off by a concrete wall 
(sex segregated]. On the walk back to the lodge the sun had set and dark-
ness was closing in. In the Himalayas at night, darkness is really dark. We 
were climbing through dense forest where the Nepalese Tiger is known to 
Inhabit. I bounded back up the stairs watching every shadow, 
We next travelled to Barahana and being exhausted we were glad when we 
made our descent circling back to almost the way we came. We had become 
•quite close co our guide and sherpa and it was a sod goodbye. 
: Arriving to Pokhara we stayed in a nice hotel and had a took at all the shops 
that are hilariously touristy. The restaurants sought to appear western and 
to serve western food or at least their interpretation of it. It was very 
. amusing. We had a meal in a restaurant completely mounted on stilts and 
'm not talking about the Queenslander type. The restaurant shook as we 
i climbed the ladder to the tables. We ate vegetable curry listening to Deep 
;=Drest and enjoying the quietness of Pokhara. There is a magnificent, serene 
"iver that cuts through Pokhara, In the middle of it is an island where people 
; go by boat to worship in the temple on the island. Next stop was the jungle 
: where we wanted to ride elephants and see wildlife. 
Upon arriving we were dumbfounded at the amount of marijuana that was 
growing on the sides of the roads and in the garden at the back of Che hotel, 
i We had to pick some of course. We met some interesting folk in this hotel 
'and even a couple who had eloped, resisting an arranged marriage to marry 
another. It was all very romantic. We took a ride on an elephant into the 
jungle where we chased a wild rhino, You feel so untouchable and powerful or 
the top of an elephant. Riding on the back of this graceful beast through vil-
ages with little naked children playing in the dirt, we felt like Queens and for 
; the first time like tourists. 
The next day we set out on foot into the jungle in hope of seeing some ani-
mals close up, but not too close. The first thing we saw when we entered 
the jungle was a rhino looking directly at us and we were told to remain very 
still, which we did. We were told to wear dull clothing so it couldn't see us 
and I was wearing purple! Why the guide didn't say something I'll never know. 
:Dur guide told us if it charge that we should throw our clothing cff and run 
I zig zag since rhinos have bad eyesight (it reminded me of a scene out of 'The 
: Gods must be Crazy"). Well we weren't charged at thank goodness. It was 
even more freaky when walking through the long grass, I mean really long 
I grass and thinking you could meet a rhino or tiger any minute. We did see 
i monkeys and wild boar, and tiny little alligators in the river. 
• Dur jungle adventure was complete, we returned to Kathmandu and were 
glad to see our friends again. For our last night we took a trip up to a moun-
tain hotel where you were supposed to get the best panoramic views of the 
j Himalayas; well all we saw was a hugg blanket of mist. It was an amazing 
Diace though. We had dinner at the 'Restaurant at the End of the Universe' 
in the traditional cushion style dining, it was wonderful. 
Remembering all these aspects of my trip and knowing there is so much 
more I haven't said, I recommend anyone who has a bit of cash and the 
desire for an adventurous journey (it's not very expensive) to take the Nepal 
challenge. It was a totally amazing trip, a growing learning experience 1 will 
never forget. 
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Guided by the piece of wisdom that "The best is very often not 
that far away", found in a Chinese fortune cookie (one of two: 
the other said "Soon you'll be finished with dinner"), cur heroes 
take a bus this month to the Royal Exchange Hotel in the heart of 
Toowong. Although not being their first visit to the legendary 
drinking spot of generations of uni students, Rands, Ferns and 
Kent decide to re-visit the place after hearing the news of exten-
sive renovations conducted recently therein. The word-of-mouth is 
that the toilets particularly gained through improvements. Now 
our heroes would not have any qualms about taking their girl-
friends there. Not that they have any girlfriends but that's another 
story. And no qualms are no qualms. 
Rands: Strategically situated along the bus route to the City and 
opposite the train station, this historical hotel dating back to the 
1920s is one of the very very few pubs in Brisbane that still offer in 
a town that legendary country service and atmosphere... 
Ferns: Huh? 
Rands:... and it's also one of the very few places in Brisbane that 
have Coopers on tap. 
Ferns: Now you're talking. 
Rands, Ferns and Kent sit themselves comfortably in the middle of 
the large beer garden 
( KENT: Must be the biggest in Brisbane ). While emptying the jug 
of Coopers, our reviewers throw their glances around and note 
the large bar, the kitchenette sen/ing hot food and a section of the 
beer garden under cover of the verandah. Just in case it rains. 
Walking upstairs Rands, Ferns and Kent find themselves on a large 
balcony/verandah overlooking the beer garden. The breeze gently 
sweeps them beyond the doonway (FERNS: Who's writing this 
shit? ). Inside, another bar. 
Kent: Nice atmosphere... 
Rands: This, I believe, is the original part of the hotel. Notice the 
old decor; original wooden rafters, stripped walls - there used to 
be a good few layers of wall paper on these walls - looks much 
better now... 
Ferns: ( to Kent, pointing at Rands) What's his story? Hew does 
he know all that stuff? Is he a manager? 
Kent: Rands is a repository of all the collective knowledge about 
every watering hole in Brisbane. It's not that remarkable. 
Rands:... plus you can organise private functions upstairs; any-
where from 30 to 100 people. Plus product launches. Live music 
Saturday afternoons, Sundays. Lots of competitions running at any 
given time... 
Ferns: I need another jug. (a jug later) 
Downstairs at the public bar Ferns, Rands and Kent mix with the local legends. Kent, being an old man at heart goes to play pokies. He returns very soon after finding out he had only 
once ten cent piece on him. 
Meanwhile Ferns approaches one of the regulars. 
Ferns: I've heard you're a dying breed. 
Regular: Yeah, I'm dyeing it light chestnut. My wife says it wil! take about 10 years off me. 
Ferns: That's it, I need another jug. 
Overall, a very nice place, prices are very very decent (one of the lowest in Brisbane - and don't rise through the night), 
sen/ice is good and atmosphere swell. Plus, it's a safe place - no incidents, no-one gets shot. While generally considered a 
staging place for further pub-hopping in the city, you have to ask yourself why go any further when you can stay at the good old R.E. the whole night, 
RANDS, FERNS, KENT 
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The Four Mysteries of Life and Their Relevance t o SOIREE '9G 
1 . Who decided t h a t the Connell Gym was suitable as an exann room? Was it t he same commi t tee t ha t 
declared the Steele building safe t o si t lectures in? 
2 . Why is it t h a t tu tor ia l quest ions always seem t o be decoys to lure you away f r o m potential exam material? 
3 . If you are studying at the speed of light, how heavy would your tex tbook be? 
4 . Why do people spend their t ime reading lame Semper pieces when they could be doing something useful like 
watching hippos mate? 
This yean on the f i r s t Satur^day in August a t SOIREE ' 9 6 you will be given the opportuni ty t o 
ponder these and less though t provoking quest ions while you spend t ime sampling over 5Q International Beers in our 
wor ld famous been garden. 
For the less active the re will be a cultunal festival 
wi th live bands, s t r e e t pe r fo rmers , cultural a r t s 
and displays. To satisfy any fu r ther urges you 
may have, we have prepared over 2 0 international 
cuisines f r om across the globe. 
So fo r an af ternoon of fest ivi t ies, feasting and 
philosophical thought , f r om IS .OO - 5 . 0 0 pm on 
Saturday 3 rd August, come to international ,^^ _ _ _ . _ ^ « » . « _ 
COLLEGE LEGENDS 
House for SOIREE ' 9 6 . . , „ „ . 
by Jeff Buchanan 
This is a small collection of college folklore collected over many years in the cor-
cjdors of a variety of colleges. Like most urban myths the more often they are 
told, the more elaborate Che stories become. All first years are solemnly 
informed of the absolute truth of each year's variation. 
ROOM RE-ORIENTATION 
According to legend, the most common way of expressing your displeasure with 
your flat mate (that warm and caring human being who left "Achey-Breaky-
Heart" playing continuously in their room before going home for the vtfeekend] is 
to do a bit of interior decoration. For the less imaginative this simply involves 
trashing and generally making a mess of their carefully ordered room. However, 
much more creative attempts have gone down in College history . The most 
simple is the complete inversion technique. The victim enter his or her room 
v>/ith the feeling something is not quiet right .... after a few seconds they 
realise that their entire poster collection, photographs, books and any object 
not bolted to the floor is up-side-down. 
More serious pranksters go into the removal business . The resident returns 
to find his or ner room is just not where they left it! What mere minutes 
before was a comfortable room is now an empty shel! with a single lonely sheet 
of paper on the floor. The owner is redirected to a nearby bathroom where the 
room has been precisely recreated down to the dirty socks under the bed. 
When there are plenty of eager volunteers, rooms have been swapped between 
entirely different colleges. Student have come home to find themselves in pos-
session of a total stranger's room. While the shocked resident forlornly wan-
ders around college trying to find their room, part two involves the rooms being 
swapped back. 
THE ARMAGEDDON ROOM REDECORATIQN 
This is the most devastating room re-orientation in the folklore. It involved two 
students spending hours with a screw driver removing every screw in the room 
(from the wardrobe, bed, door etc] and connecting the now unstable furniture 
to the door handle with lengths of string . When the occupant returned to 
open his door the effect was like an implosion with his room, door included, col-
lapsing in front of his eyes. 
IT'S WRITTEN IN THE WIND 
One Female college was very annoyed with its male next door neighbour. So 
annoyed, in fact, were the young women that they 'passed round the hat' to 
raise money to hire a sky writing plane. This was done and a message to the 
effect their male neighbours suffered genital inadequacies was booked to be 
written in smoke above the two colleges. The male collegians got wind of this 
and at the last moment one resident persuaded his girl-friend to phone up 
impersonating the original organisers and changed the message. The new mes-
sage actually written told of the male collegians great sexual prowess! 
Students of a more botanical background found a more subtle way of present-
ing similar sorts of messages at the front of another college ... Carefully 
arranged areas of lawn were fertilised with nitrogen fertiliser. A week later, in 
darker green lettering, a message stood out in the lawn that could not be 
removed. 
DRUNKS AND HEAVY SLEEPERS 
Over the years more than a few students have been noted for a drinking prob-
lem. One young lady is alleged to have woken up in bed at about 8 am after a 
very heavy night. Unfortunately for her, "friends" had previously moved her and 
her bed into the Great Court, much to the amusement of passers-by. 
Endless fun is also made from the fact drunks almost never look up. The victim 
has a suitable loud alarm clock taped to the ceiling nf their room set for about 
4 am. They then spend countless minutes trying to find the source of that 
annoying noise that just won't go away. 
MOVING OBJECTS 
Large footprints had been painted going up the tower wall at Kings. An 
enraged master was heard to demand that "those footprints must come down 
tonight or ...." The following morning footprints were found (painted] coming 
down the opposite wall. 
When Buildings and Grounds first moved the pedestrian crossing between 
Emmanuel and Union to its present inconvenient position, college students took 
matters into their own hands. With the assistance of black and white paint, 
one night the zebra crossing moved back to its original position . It took several 
weeks for the relevant authorities to notice and move the crossing once more. 
Books 
Marilyn's Almost Terminal New York Adventure - Justine Ettler 
Marilyn is a bored Aussie who spontaneously buggers off to the Manhattan Isle to 
chase some guy she saw on television. Her chances? Well, the blurb on the back 
calls this novel a "trippy anti-romance". 'Trippy" because poor old Marilyn seems 
to spend her whole short life drunk, high, concussed, nen/ous to the point of nau-
sea or a combo of the four. "Anti-romance" because the guy she chases is a 
rather incompatible pig. Only because he is over committed to his work and has 
fevi/ personal graces but I make no other excuses. 
I sincerely hope that Marilyn has no basis in reality. I admit people do go off chas-
ing all sorts of idealised monsters but Marilyn's constant state of mainly self-
induced sickness left me feeling queasy. (This could be a powerful new field of 
writing. Vomit-Fiction: for a quiet read the morning after). Maybe the author was 
having a go at anyone who chases hopeless romances as being self-abusers? 
The story had an easy-to-read, familiar feel, and only partly because all the charac-
ters had famous American names, ie. Marilyn (Munroe), Virginia Woolf, Humphrey 
Bogart and Twentieth Century S. Fox. I think that something was being said about 
television. Although, I could be completely in the dark. 
The ending is a real twist so I won't give it away except to say that 
she gets sucked into the television (what a bastard). So just remember, "don't get 
sucked into the box!". 
- David Bolton 
The Private Life of Chairman Mao - Zhisui Li 
The late Zhisui Li, once Mao's personal physician, has writ-
ten what must be (after the new "Dr. Who" series) the 
gross-out of 1996. It's a simple story of a loopy Marxist 
demigod who managed to turn potentially the most pow-
erful country in the world ("sleeping giant," etc, etc) into 
the usual commie basket case, full of murderous Great 
Leaps Forward, addlepated Cultural Revolutions and (my 
favourite) dimwitted campaigns to eradicate sparrows by 
ordering every person in China to stand outside their 
house and clap (thereby distressing the birds and causing 
thern to fly incessantly and die of exhaustion, in theory 
anyway). 
The Chairman's ideas on personal health and hygiene were 
just as fucked: he brushed his teeth with tea (they turned 
wonderful shades of black and green, surprise surprise) 
and believed sexual activity would prolong his life (since 
the bugger was impotent after a certain age anyway, the 
flaw in his logic here is fairly obvious). 
How Li ended up alive at the end of all this is incredible, 
that other gross despot, Stalin, had his doctors routinely 
knocked off (the "Doctor's Plot" of the early 'fifties was 
dreamed up by the Soviet leader as a prelude to a new 
pogrom-cum-purge, but was thankfully nailed when Uncle 
Joe kicked the samovar in 1953). U died last year in exile, 
"unpersoned" by the Chinese gerontocracy. His book is 
the work of a modern Suetonius: a thoroughly nauseating 
account of the domestic life of an epic-scale tyrant, but an 
irresistible read. 
- Ross N Krantz 
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Off the Beaten 
Path 
London '96 - The Berkeley Guide 
The Berkeley London guide runs like an ampli-
fied refidex. Detailed maps of the area pin-
point the best attractions (note-1 did not say 
tourist attractions) and the easiest way to get 
to them. This means you can comfortably 
avoid places of disinterest, places your parents 
would normally drag you along to, and con-
centrate on your own diversified interests. 
The London guide caters for everyone's tastes. 
From ravers and retro groovers through to the 
high brow restaurant goer. There is substan-
tial coverage of the gay scene which is an inte-
gral part of the London night life. Other 
things covered are - hotels\hostels, pubs 
(which have their own chapter), shopping, out-
door activities, and trips from London (several 
careful readings of this chapter did not reveal 
the information 1 was hoping for; you'll proba-
bly have to bring your own but be careful at 
customs). 
All in all another great Berkeley guide. P.J. 
O'Rourke summed it up best when he said, 'So 
well organised and well-written that i'm almost 
willing to forgive the recycled paper and the 
soy-based ink'. 
My main response whilst reading the travel 
guide Was, 'ahhhhh London'. I'll send you a 
postcard. 
- Andrew 
THE CULT 
AT THE E N D OF 
THE WORLD 
•)[<: S 11)r V (I I .'\ u ni 
D A V i n I-.. KAIM.AN. & 
ANIXRI'.W MARSHAi. l . 
THE CULT AT THE END OF THE 
WORLD: The Incredible Story of 
Aum - David E. Kaplan & Andrew 
Marshall 
To call this story "incredible" is an 
understatement ot the decade. The 
bizarre Japanese quasi-Buddhist 
secVcult Aum Supreme Truth only 
came to international attention after 
the nerve gas attack on Tokyo subway 
in March 1995, but most of the back-
ground information's concerning Aum 
never reached Western headlines. 
Here, for the first time you'll get a 
chance to read about the allegedly 
blind guru Shako Asahara, his visions 
of imminent Armageddon and dreams 
of world domination. You'll read 
about the typical cultish behaviour: 
brainwashing, intimidation and 
exploitation of members/victims, but 
you'll also read about Aum as a billion 
dollar empire built almost exclusively 
by members of the Japanese profes-
sional elite, its chemical and biological 
weapons program, attempts to manu-
facture or acquire conventional arsenal 
as well as more exotic weapons like 
lasers and microweaves, and even a 
nuclear bomb. You'll read about 
Aum's tentacles reaching into military, 
organised crime, Russia and Australian 
Outback. You'll read about narcotics 
production, bizarre mind control 
experiments, murder, kidnapping and 
fraud. You'll read about Asahara's 
mad dreams of Jewish-Freemasonic-
American conspiracies and his plans 
for a coup d'etat. If you're tired of 
Clancy, Coonts and Higgins read this 
book; it will demonstrate once again 
that truth is much, much stranger than 
fiction. 
- Arthur Chrenkoff 
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THE RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS: The 
Rise of America's New Militias -
Jonathan Karl 
While the mainstream America lives 
in constant worry about unemploy-
ment, recession, balanced budget, 
crime and undue influence of 
Washington lobbyists, tens of thou-
sands of thoir fellow countrymen and 
women are running through the 
woods, dressed in .military fatigues 
and armed with automatic weapons 
in an apparent belief that theif gov-
ernment isn't just unresponsive and 
irresponsible, but that it is actually 
actively conspiring to disarm them 
and turn the countiy into an LJnited 
Nation controlled dictatorship. 
Jonathan Karl does a great job giving 
a brief but a thorough oven/iew of 
the "patriot" movement that sprang 
to life in the aftermath of, among 
other things, the Waco siege, seen 
by the militias as the first salvo in 
American government's war against 
its own people. Karl gives the readers 
an outline of militia history, discusses 
the main issues and controversies 
within the movement and presents 
us with some insights into militias' 
paranoid conspiratorial outlook on 
the world; a very good piece of 
objective journalism in all. Could it all 
happen in Australia? Watch the 
growing gun laws controversy and 
decide for yourself. 
- Anhur Chrenkoff 
Trainspotting - In/ine Welsh 
You might be familiar with Trainspotting from 
the recently released film but, as always, the 
book is a million times better. Trainspotting is 
the story, or more the description of life, as a 
heroin addict in Scotland's beautiful but bleak 
capital, Edinburgh. Apart from some of the 
local humour though, the story could be of a 
lost generation anywhere. 
Trainspotting is written in thick Scots brogue, 
it might be a bit hard to get into at first, but 
if you can manage to imitate the accent as 
you read, it puts you right in the scene. It's 
narrated from the perspective of a number of 
characters, telling of their lives, their some-
times absurd relationships, the buzz of the 
drugs and indirectly, their frustration at trying 
to get off them. The most important thing 
about Trainspotting is that it's not judgemen-
tal, you can get inside the characters heads 
and see their junk addiction not as being 
good or bad - just as being, tn the smart arse 
style of Clerks, it's funny too. 
Reviewed in the UK as 'the best book ever 
written by man or woman' (Rebel Inc), 
Trainspotting is a 90s cult classic. 
- Rachel t-Jolar} 
Sex Crimes - Peta Spear 
"Sex Crimes" is a book of short stories 
about sex. "Sounds interesting enough?" I 
thought to myself. Upon reading this 
book 1 found that the stories had similar 
quality to "Penthouse Forum" without the 
pictures. What can I say; "Sex Crimes" is 
your typical boring pseudo-intellectual 
book, written by an author who doesn't 
get very much and wears purple far too 
often. "Sex Crimes" is hardly "achingly 
good" as stated on the cover, rather 
achingly boring and painful. Each story is 
basically the same; some guy is sexually 
frustrated, gets a girl, sleeps with her in 
some kinky way (which have all been 
heard before), gets rid of her and lives 
happily ever after with Mrs Palmer and her 
five daughters. "Sex Crimes" is really 
quite bad; don't buy it and save yourself a 
lot of pain! 
-Leonard Uppo 
Sugar Mouth - UTS V\/riters' Antliology 
From the moment I gazed at the colourful cover, 1 was intrigued by this, the 
eleventh annual anthology produced by the UTS Writers' Group. I was not 
disappointed. A collection made up of a combination of short stones and 
poetry l^ y students at the Sydney University of Technology. This book stands 
as a representative focal point for new and exciting work by some of 
Australia's most intriguing and, in my opinion, talented and previously 
unpublished vv'hters. Stand-outs indude the poem 'Adelaide Festival' by 
Kathy Sport, 'The Last Generation to Swallovv'' (You guess what) by Arabella 
Edge and 'famous' by Jennifer Clare, although all the contributions here are 
enjoyable and worth while reading. At tiie time of writing, I'm not sure how 
vv'idely available this collection is or whether indeed it has any national distrib-
ution, but if you see it at a book store, be sure to buy it as you won't be dis-
appointed. 'Sugar Mouth' is jam-packed full of talent and potential. It 
would be interesting to sec if a collection from UQ's young writers could 
become something equally matching its standards. 
- Geoff Parkes 
The Strings Are False - Louis MacNeice 
This is the unfinished autobiography of the most under-rated Anglo-Irish 
poet of his generation (of any generation, perhaps). Louis MacNeice 
(1906-1964) was a contemporaiy of Auden (with whom he collaborated 
on "Journey to Iceland"), Spender and Day-Lewis but never achieved the 
kind of success or renown of those poets, or of his fellow great Irish poets 
Yeats and Heaney His poetry's lyrical, under-stated, possessing a kind of 
restrained emotionalism and a huge underlying tension between sheer joi 
de vivre and despair. It's bloody good 
stuff, and sadly neglected. 
"The Strings Are False" is no differ-
ent. Written during the dark days of 
the late thirties and early forties (as 
was his wonderful poem "Autumn 
Journal," similarly autobiographical), 
it's a fragmentary account of 
MacNeice's childhood and early life, 
including his awful schooldays at 
Marlborough, with a none-to-flatter-
ing account of the youthful John 
Betjeman ("his face was the colour 
of pea soup and his eyes were soupy 
too"). This is a brilliant autobiogra-
phy, written well and with many 
touches of a now apparently-lost 
humility 
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CAST 
"WALKAWAY" ( CD single) 
The Bluetones have been widely hailed 
as the next Oasis, but it's Cast who truly 
desen/e that title. "Walkaway" is a 
beautiful, beautiful ballad with just the 
right tinge cf strings and that "Don't 
Look Back in Anger" feel, only it's bet-
ter. 
Arthur Chrenkoff 
George Mlichael - 0/cfer 
He is, isn't he? It's hard to believe that 
the youngster who once brought you 
"Wake Me Up Before You Go Go" now 
looks like the middle-aged Satan. If 
you've heard, and liked, either or both 
"Jesus To A Child" or "Fastlove", you're 
probably going to be disappointed; the 
rest of the album is a rather slow and 
jazzy affair with lots of moody trumpets 
providing a background music to 
Michael's premature mid-life crisis. While 
"Jesus To A Chi'd" ain't no "Careless 
Whisper", it's almost worth buying the 
album just for that song. A good CD to 
listen to when it's raining. Older, yes, but 
better? Well, you'll have to decide that. 
- Arthur Cltfenkoff 
Trainspotting - Sound Track 
From the gritty and very British movie comes 
the gr tty and very British compilation album. 
In fact you can hardly imagine anything more 
British. 'Trainspotting' travels the whole width 
and bredth of the contemporary UK music 
landscape bringing you everything from old 
war horses like Iggy Pop, Brian Eno and New 
Order to the new sound of Blur, Pulp and Elastica; a long and restless journey through 
rock, darker sides of Britpop and dance. If you've seen and liked the movie, you've 
probably wanted this CD too; a fine soundtrack indeed to a filn about 'a bunch of 
losers, liars, psychos, thieves and junkies'. 
- Murv 
Semper's got four Trainspotting' CD's to GIVE AWAY to 
the first five people to come through our door on 
Monday, August 5 at 1 pm and tell us - the film name 
and any of the characters in 'Trainspotting'. 
MC Ren - The Villain In Black 
Yet another ex-member of NWA to pur-
sue solo career, MC Ren got his pal Eazy 
E to executively oroduce his second 
effort, just before Eazy's snuffed 't (AIDS, 
and not a drive-by shooting as cculd be 
expected). Being a Black Muslim (and a 
follower of Louis Farrakhan) didn't stop 
MC Ren from throwing in a gooa num-
ber of "bitches", "niggers" and "mother-
fuckers". At least there aren't any "cop 
killers" either. Some/most people will 
consider it an anti-social crap but if 
you're into gangster rap you'll absolutely 
love it. 
Cocteau Twins - Tishbite (single) 
Hard to understand why bands, 
renowned for their albums and with a 
steady, faithful and loyal fan-base contin-
ue to release singles. Not detracting in 
anyway from the band itself or the high 
quality of the single, but really, if you 
want good Cocteau Twins, go buy their 
album. 
- Geoff Parkes 
Golden Smog - Down by the oid 
Mainstream 
An interesting album from an interesting 
band. Golden Smog consists of band 
members from the Jayhawks, Wilco and 
Soul Asylum and together they have con-
cocted an entertaining medley of folk, 
country and mainstream music. 'Down 
by the old Mainstream' provides diversity 
without a compromise in the music quali-
ty Cheery little ditto like 'Pecan Pie' and 
'He's a Dick' sit along side the more 
sober tunes of 'Yesterday Cried' and 
'Won't be Coming Home'. 'V, the first 
track of the album, is a very catchy song 
with up beat harmonies and sentimental 
lyrics, while 'Nowhere Bound' provides 
the 'why me' self analysis. As an aside, 
in the quest for pseudo anonymity, the 
stage names used by the band members 
a'e combinations of their middle name 
and the street they live in (eg Scott 
Summit is Jeff Scott Tweed of Summit St 
from Wiico). The Travelling Wilburys of 
the 1990s? Maybe so. These guys have 
every right to call themselves the swingin' 
smog people. 
-Phil Kay 
R.T 
Geto Boys - The Resurrection 
From the Houston rappers who in the 
past brought you such mysogynistic gems 
like "I dug between the chair and 
whipped out the machete/She screamed, 
i sliced her up until her guts were like 
spaghetti" comes their long-awaited new 
studio album. A valid piece of cultural 
commentary, an expression of underprivi-
leged and marginalised rage, or simply 
vile shit masquerading as music? 
If you can divorce yourself from the mes-
sage (and that's a big if) then Geto Boys 
are tiiere on the top and "The 
Resurrection" offers some of the best 
musical (dare I say it) rap experiences -
it's a genuinely chilling and sinister musi-
cal landscape. As they rap themselves on 
one of the tracks: "In the ghetto it's the 
bind leading the blind." 
- R. T. 
Charlie Chan - fast & West 
This is quite a magical experience. 
Australian born Chan brings us almost an 
hour of improvised solo piano music. 
Sounds uninspiring? Well, it most defi-
nitely isn't. Put out by Sony Classical 
label, described as Adult Contemporary 
(you know, everything from Kenny G to 
Yanni), Charlie Chan's music is difficult to 
categorise but, nevertheless, a great-lis-
tening experience. Drawing on both 
Western and Asian influences, her second 
offering will certainly establish her as a 
major force on the instrumental music 
circuit. 
- Arthur Chrenkoff 
Ash - Gold finger 
Ash are nice. Yeah, Britpopish for sure, 
but with a darker, softer edge to them. 
(Can you believe it? I'm actually liking a 
British band. Must be the anti-depres-
sants.) Big in the UK, this release will 
probably repeat its success here. Oh 
yeah, nice photos on the inside. Did 
mention, this CD is nice. 
- Geoff Parkes 
Ronny Jordan - The Law 
Swish. I'm tempted just to leave it at that 
for Ronny Jordan's single release 'The 
Law', which is from his earlier 'Light to 
Dark'. For me it bnngs up a picture of a 
blue car cruising quietly on the highway -
its got momentum without stress, a 
groove undemeath to carry it along and 
yet it's all mellow. A track to chill to. 
3.5 out of 5 lamb chops. 
•Kyp 
ICET- VI: Return of the Real 
Ice T must feel very threatened by the 
new generation of gangsta rappers, since 
all throughout his new album he's trying 
to convince the public that deep down 
he's a really mean and nasty mofo, street 
hustler, drug pusher and a pimp. The 
result is disappointing - Ice sounds just 
like any other rich and successful per-
former trying to maintain tho street creed 
while driving a Porche and living in a mil-
lion dollar mansion. There's some much 
better stuff around, if you insist on listen-
ing to niggaz doin' da hood. 
-R.T. 
Reve iw 
Angel Corpus Christ! - Big Black 
Cloud/Candy 
For the psycho bunny teeny-boppers out 
there, i don't know. 'Big Black Cloud' 
reminds me of the Degrassi Junior High 
theme - a turn off. I'm a sucker fo' 
'Candy' which has been on triple J for 
ages. It must be the words, because 1 
usually HATE repetitive electronic tunes, 
can say I do HATE track three, 'I'm 18', 
ACC's sad attempt at suish. 
1 lamb chop. 
-KYP 
The Beloved - X 
In f ie past (this, by the way, is their 
fourth, and not, as the record company 
claims, third album) The Beloved nicely 
synthesised the influences of virtually all 
the major British bards of the '8Qs -
from New Order anc OMD to the Cure 
and the Smiths. In 1996, however, they 
opted for the unashamedly and unam-
biguously hard core sound. "X" opens 
with "Deliver Me", arguably one of the 
most beautiful techno ballads since 
Alphaville's "Forever Young", then pro-
gressing into the forgettable first single 
"Satellite". Throughout the album Mr 
and Mrs Marsh f.'-equGntly return to the 
same old club style; fortunately their tal-
ents rescue "X" fron becoming just 
another house atroc:ty. Look out for "A 
Dream Within a Dream", "tvtissing You" 
and the sublime experience of 
"Spacemen" that ycu'll remember long 
after you forgot what Babylon Zoo was. 
There are some quite haunting sound-
scapes on "X". HigVly recommended for 
fans and novices alike. 
- Arthur Chrenkoff 
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Essential Rave 
Once again DJ's from around the world 
have combined their mastery and com-
piled one of the best Rave CD's around! 
Esscnt al Rave has come along to help all 
you ravers out there escape reality and 
arrive at a place absolutely jam packed 
full of thumping bass beats and wonder-
ful electronic sounds. 
Unfortunately my sound system doesn't 
do the CD justice but I'm sure that if you 
pop this baby into your car stereo or 
huge home system, !'nn sure you'll be 
pleased. 
This CD was compiled 'n Australia by 
somie well known DJ's, Pee Wee Ferris, 
Saily Sound, Adam Yazxhi, Michael 
Lynch, Jasmin Laurie and Nick Dunshea, 
have come together and produced a 
mastcpiece. 
I really loved all the songs on this CD 
being the closet raver 1 am. Especially 
November 7 on the CD 'Sabre Raver' 
which combines the classic circus tune 
with e thumping bass beat. 
Essentia! Rave explains itself perfectly. It 
is an essential part in your techno/rave 
collection. 
- Chris Jabs. 
The Posies - Amazing Disgrace 
One word: Amazing. Melodic grunge, 
almost like the bastarc offspring of 
Nirvana and Elvis Costello. This CD is yet 
another example of the consistent high-
quality bands releasing new material on 
the Geffen label. (Sone of which seem 
to be providing me with an appropriate 
soundtrack to my daily life.) 
Disillusioned, disenchanted ... whatever. 
The Posies are great, 'Amazing Disgrace' 
is fantastic. What else can 1 say? 
- Geoff Parkes 
r'"-'''':J 
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2 Unlimited -Jump for Joy (single) 
This i}and has to be my all time favounte 
techno/dance band. Anita and Ray 
brought out their latest 'Hits Unlimited' cd 
in 1995, from which ths song was on. 
The cd has 4 remixes of 'Jump for Joy' plus 
a megamix of 2 unlinited's all time 
favourite songs. 
This song has actually been around for a 
vi/hile. It was produced on one of the ear-
lier albums and then put on the 'Hits 
Unlimited Album'. The cd has a happy 
hardcore remix which has good bass and is 
nice anc quick. It also has a remix which 
has a distinct 'Outhere Brothers' style to it. 
This remix has huge bass and you can 
groove along to it quite nicely!! 
The megamix contains 'Do what's good 
for me', 'Faces', 'Maximum Overdrive', 
•Trit)al Dance', 'Tvv'ilight Zone', 'Here 1 go', 
'No limit', 'Nothing like the rain', let the 
beat control your body', and 'The real 
thing'. The megamix was put togetner by 
the MTV partyzone remixers. Personally. 1 
don't think this megamix is as good as the 
mix on the 'Do what's good for me' single, 
but it still is a top little mix literally (only 
4'55" long). 
Overall it is a good single, as all of the 
songs a'e different. And the megamix is 
always good to put on at parties. 
- Chris Jdbs 
Eclipse -
The Lock Of Love (single) 
Frankly, 1 wouldn't mind if all the New 
Romantic/techno-pop/Euro-disco classics 
of the '80s were re-made; they were just 
so good and deserve to be introduced to 
a whole new generation of music fans. 
This new dance version of the ABC hit, 
while not totally engaging, is well Vi'orth 
listening and already a minor hit. 
-R.T 
Trainspotting - Warren WacDow 
"Take the best orgasm yoj ever had, multiply it by a thousand and you're still 
nowhere near it." So states Mark Renton the central character and anti-hero of a 
generation. From the makers of "Shallow Grave" comes "Trainspotting" one of 
the best British films to date, injecting energy and humour into the dirty business of 
taking heroin. In real terms the film isn't so much about heroin (which really does-
n't featu'e until about hal* an hour into the film) but in the words of producer 
Andrew Macdonald, "It's a buddy movie". The storyline follows a fractured an 
episodic path exploring the loose and fragile friendships oi the four main charac-
ters: Mark Renton (Rent boy/Rents), Spud, Sick Boy and Frank Begbie 
(Beggars/'Begs). These and other inten/ening characters deal best as they know 
how with the trials of a disaffected generation: of life on the dole, failed relation-
ships, antagonistic parents and the spectre of AIDS. Renton's character provides 
the central thread to the film with continual voice-over narration: offering a darkly 
humorous, cynical and introspective look at a world where injecting heroin is a real 
alternative to the annoying and constant concerns of everyday life. 
In the broad terms of style eg. the use of voice-over narration and location ie. 
Edinburgn, "Trainspotting" is similar to it's predecessor, but tnat's where the simi-
larities end. Unlike the yuppie inner-city environment of "Shallow Grave", 
"Trainspotting" winds its way through a myriad of squalid bed-sits, working class 
pubs and council housing schemes. The technical diversity of the film using jump 
cuts, freeze frames, voice-over narration anc subtitles are used to great effect giv-
ing the film at times a surrealistic and hyper-realistic feel. "The Worst Toilet in 
Scotland" is one such scene, where Renton is forced to dive head first (body and 
all) into tne foulest bog imaginable in order to retrieve his iost morphine supposito-
ries. While these scenes are creatively and soperbly shot they do appear at times 
both literally and figuratively cheap, taking away some of the more realistic aspects 
of the film. However as Macdonald insists tne film was never made with the intent 
of being an exercise in socal realism. So those of you who expect to see a 
Dostoevesky depiction of a drug addled eighties Edinburgh in the grips of an ADS 
epidemic v/ill be bitterly disappointed. 
Personally | thought "Trainspotting" lacked the necessary depth to leave any real or 
lasting impression. The underdevelopment of the film's characters and over-
reliance cn gimmicky imagery and witty dialogue left me feeling cheated short of 
what shojid have been a tmly memorable film. Then again, maybe it's just my 
own sick disposition that I prefer films of a more sinister, cynical nature that leave 
an indelible print on the psyche of its intended audience. I dcn't know, make your 
own decision but I still believe Mike Leigh's "Naked" to be the best film to have 
come out of Britain in recent years. A director who also desen/edly won the much 
coveted Palm D'or at the recent Cannes Film Festival for his latest film "Secrets and 
Lies." Still the Scottish team who have put together "Shallow Grave" and now 
"Trainspotting" are both fine films in their own right. Certainly "Trainspotting" is 
a far more relevant film in nineties society tfian the usual shite we've come to 
expect from Britain such as "Four Weddings and a Funeral" and "Howard's End." 
And finally a quote from the film: 
"Choose ife. Choose a job. Choose a career. Choose a fam ly. Choose a fuc<ing 
big television. Choose washing machines, cars, compact disc players and electrcal 
tin opene-s...choose DIY ard v '^ondering who the fuck you are on a Sunday morn-
ing. Choose sitting on that couch watching mind-numbing, spirit crushing game 
shows, stuffing junk food into your mouth. Choose rotting away at the end of it 
all, pishing your last in a m serable home, nothing more than an embarrassment to 
the selfish, fucked up brats you spawned to Tplace yourself. Choose your future. 
Choose life...But why would 1 want to do a thing like that?" 
1 think there's probably something in that for all of us, don't you agree? 
Trainspotting - Geoff Parkes 
By now, most of you will have seen or heard the hype surrounding this film and if 
any of you had any sense at all, because you already know how fucking brilliant 
this movie is. But for all you ignorant heathens hiding out there in blissful oblivion, 
take note of his. Trainspotting is, quite simply a masterpiece and without doubt 
rates as the greatest movie you will see all year. For over ninety minutes, the movie 
never lets up, pounding the viewer time after time with the made adventures of 
Renton (Ewan McGregor) and his mates Spud, Sick Boy and Begbie, through the 
heroin-lit streets of Edinburgh and beyond. Trainspotting sent me reeling, shocking 
me with its innate ability to arouse belly-aching laughter in the middle of amazingly 
serious scenes. 
Addictions, relationships, violence, commitment, AIDS, death - face it folks, it's not 
often a fil,-n comes along that tackles all of these and gets away with it. I've seen 
Trainspotting twice now, both times leaving the cinema in a state of suspended 
shock and elation. I'm sure that anyone who's been knows what I mean. With an 
excellent sound track and superb acting, this movie is a defining point of cinema in 
the nineties in its battle against Hollywood trite and shite. If you miss movie, 
you're a fuckhead. 
Last Dance 
When I saw Last Dance, I was sjfiGnng fron-; n cold bad enough to have stopooci '"c siaeaing fo' the to jp lc o' mq'its 
previou?.. BiU this lilm was so '.crnbiy bori'i;] i l aln^ .osV managt?!.! to sena nio oH lo bee!, li w f l i rot even close to beincj 
the worst movio I've ever soon -• it was jus! p'-edictable. Ar>d so mi'dioce t'lat :t wai" ' t even baci ono..c;!- to gonci 
Sharon Stone is a convcted killer, who has been waiting o.n death row for 12 years, whilst her execution nas beer 
repeatedly postpcied, Rob Morrow is t re novice clemency lawyer who has beer' assigned her case (to see if she 
deserves a reprieve from the death penaltv.i. Ho (inevitably) sees she's a cha.nned and lovelv woman now. Sh.e (hero-
ically) wants to face up tc death and got :t over vv.th. 
Rici; Hayes (Mcrow) faces contempt from his fe'low bureaucrals for shnvving sue compassion towards 'j-jst another 
case'. He walks out of h's Armani of*'ice job, to fighl tiie battle on his own (weajing Count'-y Road casuals) Stone, as 
Cindy Liggett, is IryTig loo ha'd to win our affections by being tough biil lovab!p. t doesn't wo''k. 
I've been a ROD Morrow 'an since the beqinn.nq o' f^Jorlhern Exposure, i)jt it's qong to ta c^e She wiio e series of 
repeats, to b'oc>' o;;t the inpross:o': c' t;i:s novic • Becki 
N * ; * -
r^i^Vr 
Les Miserables 
I' you ;jisn'iss this as ;i.st anotnci ove'"-lo:'!i, arlsy ioreiu" '."•, yo;; 'c go;":; to '.r y. 
oi ieo; t?~e nps; fi'ms "nade in s very ky.^] t i r e . !''s si.ijttica, arid the soectacuLi' 
cast wi'i ioe o-oijai'; y . . "K "OW; I to yoc, i);;* '••is '•<••• is creat ever :' ' fp i~: " eon O'a-
nias aK' ^'oi yoo- usual O'^ o^oiei-c.e 
inis isrt't a fe"as'" of Virtor huqo's slory, 'a-riJa' to ""a^y as T t'^e fa'no.;s r^.S'ca^ 
Instead, directo' C'ai.dc: Le'ouch has bo'-'owed son-e ineres, and wcir^ec: re'er-
ences tc the ixx)>; i.^to tlie plot ard dalogue. 
Jea"-Pai.' Bpimondo, ' rtemat'cral act'ng leqerd' o ays''"oc ^oes, i j kmg us 
through 50 years of the twort^Pth century, Infaiiy, ;r- ti-o ye,\t !9CC we see hi.T as 
Henri Fortr"., c.naiif'eur to a coiint v '^ho suicdes. Fcrti." :s blared ''o' h s oeath and 
i.niDrisoned, leavuig ''is w,fe and so" to fend for tnerse'ves work.ng ••' I'onible 
corditons 
Fortin dies neroically, attempting escaoe, out t r re oasses a^d t'le son ranied 
Hern) :5 now a boxer w.th a rerovalisls van, and :s also D'ayed by Beln'.oncio. Il's 
the beginning of World War 11, so he helcs a Jew s'-i couo'e a^a &.e.< Uouchter to 
escape the Nazs, Driving them to Switzer'a'-'d in ins van, tne liiteiate "ort.n as>;s :n 
payment or-y that they read to h'T the sto-y of "Les fy'iserables". 
Throughout this journey, ara as we fo low the sto'es o' t'lese cnaracters througn 
the war ana neyond, mo-'e and more simi'arities coo ..o between ti ' tse rx'ople and 
Ihei' fives, and tliose .n tne book Henn Fo'-tm becoir.es t':e rero, equivae.-.l to itie 
valiant Jean Valjean from the uook, 
A Frencn guy, next to me in t'^ e cinema, was amazed ny t'le cast of tins iiim, sayng 
Iha! almost eve.-y cnaracter :s olayed ijy an aclo' famous ara 'cspected Vv'it'n-^ 
'^'•ance.'. Dclieved bim, 'or tne act'ng was cornpletely ''.awiess - Beinio-^ao bas 
starred m -^ o .ess 'nan 70 •' i ipj, and Sd'onie, as t:-.c yo^ng daugnter •' ""e ,ei.v s'^  
Ziman •amliy, gave the oost perfonrance 've eve' seen ^oi r -i c'^.a 
i entered lhe ciaems K.\OV-J ng tne t.im v.'as ir.ree ivjui'- ior;;, , i-a was Lnprefoa 
expecting to oe boreo, out nol once d:ci i kwk a; my waRn Oi al; tne oeoole ;'ve 
hoard discuss the movie, :'ve only 'leard oi two 'Vho fount! riny flaws. 0 le (V tnese 
couia have neon £ lumour. The olhei was my '•n-'nd, and yo;. can 'onore nim, i^ e't^  
a q:t. 
5ec/ci 
Hall 
The words '-^ni;. particulariy 'ntefest me, so neit'-e- n 
p.'^ ospect of seemg tins moviO To a pom- riv e.xpectafons; 
film were met, but on a di''fe'-ent level, I fn;-
en oy-ient ot tn:: 
tie tllm s a vo'v :iof:i one 
me The story surrounds Kev:n Caihoun, nlayea perceptively ;;y Jo'ni CsaC't, as 
deouty mayo' of New York C ty, and rus re:at:ons;iip and aea' iigs w t n N t^ayo- ;o'i'^ 
Panoas (Al Pacino). As lhe two work doseiy togetlle^ aomg al! t'-e stu'* t'-a 
cians do, Calno..;n -s ea'n ng nom n.s velean boss tne A'ays :y i n - 00:1 ca^  
}oiil;-
rttO'' 
a co;3 and a 
:m;na' was 
Tne day that an .nnoceni six '/ed' o'ti is killed :n a gunrig'i* oetween 
criinma:, Cahoun bas to sel about finding oi i l vviiy ;n.s m,afid-'..nkeG 
out on oarole, instead of 'n prison. Doing so to p'Otect the X-'ayor's puotic image, 
Calnoun 'S launched deeoer into the 'boys' ow.n' ooiticai wond and 't^ fnendsnos 
and deals With ii!S discovenes conges an exploration of tiie QTV a'oa oetween 
got;a .v^d mti This is n ceiy aone, with a- unde'stand^nq that ;)ad me-' can be 
good men, ard v:ce ve'sa. 
Tlie acting i.^  real.y good thiougnout, '• you can excuse the one s:er-p w'lere Al 
Paci'io goes overboard n; bs cha'acte', lau" ig mlo an emoro'ia'-pol^l'ca^ sijie^ 
at I'-e young boys 'uneia;, Jo'in Cusack nas mc oivotal -ole. a,'a ooes excelle'-'t'y, 
ano .esser roles a'e executed by some ve-'y accomolisiT-d actors. 
City hall 's very classy overa'l, wil l ' some attention paid to detai' It s way anov-
oire'-s of lis tyne, but I can i lielo feeling I '-ave seen a iot of t.'vs be'o'-e 
- Bock! 
Mission Impossible 
r o;. S usne"s:on 
I SS (in 'mpossitie would be o'ca! li fom Cruise was fcnale 
et's pusi" a 'c:'.- ;x)undcri>s sha^ we'* 
,vas. :om came acrtjss very ci-auvrTstc, macho and 
|joate'~ 10 aealh, ypt strangely cariy;ig o" witn a .niomni'tun 
Wnc mc; -taLy descr-hO' •e n 01 
Of ccxi'se,! did eet wnat 1 Daid fo ' •e mov:e is en oyabce. 
However, ims wonoerf„l dsoay of Ton '^s talents iand \ e IS 
ory ta ented; 'cses ;0n ioth'nq i ' vou t'^ y to take ii too ser-
s^ y. A^ong witn (lefyi^-q the lawscf oi^ysxs Tom a.vo man-
acie' tc success'u'; 
ideas of 'eleva 
]no''e feinini ,!V,. the t'"e cast, ana 
narrat.vo constnxt. Tliank goodness i 
••~ere t.'J ti'io S.ISDP';S or bol:e: 
?or!;;i' Kave 
-'^•Xi:.<^^&f%<^^ei^Troil &c C o v l e 
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video 
t'''i?bOTT|^HDJHEl8L6v5HSH- Summer Camp wJtfJ -' 
•^zir tr t^s > ' * * , . . . - . " . - . '.•.. - ;•• 
^Thisjs.a pretty gobd;Video as far as music videos go. 
' Hootie and"the Blo'wfish are a very good live act and 
t;:^;herethey perforrrr all their hits like the hit ballad 'Let Her 
•/"Qry'-'^ hB" virtually all the other songs from 'Cracked Rear 
...View^CD (plus some more). The only draw back is too 
r great an emphasis on the 'behind the scenes' footage. 
-•While some of it is Interesting and even funny, it can get 
r dull after, awhile. Overall, not bad. 
-KentWorsley 
SPIKE MILLIGAN: one man and his Ideas. 
It's pretty much commonplace these days to describe 
Spike Miiligan (along with, perhaps, the late Peter Cook) 
^being the founder of modern British humour. Having 
got that out of the way, this "best of" video is hilarious 
indeed, despite its fairly corny framing device of a "sur-
prise" interview of Milligan himself (which does nothing 
much exceptshow us how old he's gotten). 
• This Video cont^s some classic Milligan comedy, mainly 
from his "Q" serllsXthe-one that used to be on the ABC 
• ' weeknights before "Monkey"). Sketches include "The 
First Irishman on the Moon" (the countdown going 
"10...6...3...8..."), the "Idiot Scout Troop"and the 
"NAAFl brothel" sketch (guest-s'ta'rring a bemused 
Michael Parkinson). Like much British comedy (notably 
"Monty Python"), Milligan's output is either screamingly 
funny or terribly flat, but the flat bits are greatly out-
-•'' weighed by the funny ones. Spike Milligan is a comic 
genius, and though he's seen h^s best days this video's a 
great introduction to his TV comedy. 
- Ross N. Krantz 
WINGS OVER EUROPE 
If there is only one'reason why \ should subscribe to pay 
TV, it would be for the Discovery Channel. This 24 hour 
d day documentary channel would be almost unique in 
. ihat while watching it you would probably get your 
money's worth. No, it's not just dowdy old David 
•. Attenborough nature doco's, but also programs like the 
- one reviewed here, 'Wings Over Europe'. This superbly 
crafted show gives an excellent overview of the essentials 
of the war in the air between 1939 and 1945; 'the 
strategies, the planes and the men who flew them'. It 
- covers the beginnings of the aerial terror in the Spanish 
" Civil War, the dark and desperate days of the Battle of 
• Britain and the tactical engagements of the Eastern 
' Front. While'a'little scant on Britain's contribution to the 
air offensive after America ente.-ed the fray, it is an excel-
lent introduction to the subject. Whenever a new air-
craft is mentioned, boxes appear on the bottom of the 
screen showing an all-angle view of the vehicle, its 
range, firepower and payload. This is done with the help 
of-CD-Rom technology, as the narrator boasts at the 
beginning of the show. The energetic opening ('Gee- . 
. ain't-a-war-a-rush') gives way to the camera moving 
down a computer simulated hailway into a computer 
. simulated briefing room, giving it a 'Secret Weapons of 
the Luftwaffe' feel. Into this steps a real guy, perfectly 
.. casted with his gravelly voice,, dashing li^ks. and bomber. I 
jacket- just the kind of guy you woulcfwint-running • ' 
your bombing mission." Occasionally, the:sh6w comes--
back to this room, where he gives a summary of the 
' action, explaining who'did what wrong and right. For 
anybody interested in war. aircraft, history or all of the 
above;, this is for you; .., ' 
• - J B K ' '•' • , :. . " ' ; • 
•^ FftONTUNE -1) Generation 
Playing^  the Ego Card; Add Sex and Stir: Smaller Fish To' 
Fry: This Night of Nights." --~ " 
( Here we baye four classic Frontline episodes put-on the 
^,^oneyide'o.-Firstly we have "-Playjog the-EgoCard^ with 
" Mike Moore being showed up once again by Brooke 
Vandenberg, then we have "Add Sex and Stir'!, basically 
' anything with sex in'it sells, even a lesbian netball team. 
. "Smaller Fish to Fry" highlights how pathetic current 
- affairs really is, then the final episode has Mike-Moore 
' attending the Logies.' All in all this isa great compilation 
of this very satirical Australian cult TV hit. 
-Ben Hodge 
YES MINISTER -The Greasy Pole 
If the minister wishes to see the effect of his actions in 
- affecting action then to be more effective the minister 
must be more active, to be applauded for his actions". 
Who couid forget Nigel Hawthorne (Sir Humphrey 
• Appleby) and Paul Eddington (Jim Hacker) in their most 
.-•..•^-.-•^.••" • . • .-.-i-' -.. . r t - , . - c - ' ' •"• •*''*^> 
•Wemorabr&roles? vyelli-if you.Buy this\^deo.you Will,K^'• 
never forget, as well as having a bloody gobd laugh as • 
well. • . ' . \ - . •?; J * . " • -
-Kent .Worsley. . - • • 
THE GOODIES - 7/)ree fp;sodes " 
Goodie, goodie, gum,, gum. When this video arrived at 
Semper I was overjoyed, so I raced home and whacked it 
on. This video contains three of the earlier episodes of 
this zany series. These ar^extremely funny and needless 
to say I was not disappointed, although the humour at 
times did get a little too juvenile. Generally, this was a 
great piece of entertainment and nostalgia for all the 
fans of the '70s British comedy. 
-Marcus Brown. 
THE IMMORTAL BELOVED 
At the end of this film you may still not forgive 
Beethoven for being such a bastard, but at least you 
understand. Gary Oldman gives another fine perfoj-
mance as the tortured genius whose deafness and mem- • 
ories of tragic childhood drive him to hurt all the ones he 
. loves and all the ones that love him. "Beloved" tells its 
story in a series of flashbacks as Beethoven's long-suffer-
ing friend and secretary Schindler attempts to discover 
the identity of the "immortal beloved" - the composer's 
greatest love - to whom he left his estate. Leisurely, 
albeit somewhat chaotically, we are introduced to all the 
women in Beethoven's life and through those relation-
ship we catch a glim p^se of his career and music. Shot in 
beautiful Czech Republic v>/ith appearances from equally 
beautiful women (Valeria Golino and Isabella Rosselini 
among others) tfs a good movie for the fans of costume 
drama. 
- Craig T. Johnston 
DUMB AND DUMBER 
The classic (in a very loose sense of the word ) of the 
nineties' comedy has finally become available for pur-
chase on video. For those fanatics among you, that is, 
who never tire of toilet humour, slapstick and really silly 
jokes ( Carey and Daniels make Forrest Gump look posi-
tively like Einstein ). And in "Dumb and Dumber" toilet 
humour, slapstick and silly jokes are of top quality (also 
in a very loose sense of the term ) - this is certainly one 
of the better comedies ( particularly in its sub-genre) to 
come from the US lately; still undoubtedly a vehicle for 
the one and only (thank God ) Jim Carey, but this time 
counterbalanced by the restrained performance (?) from 
Jeff Daniels. All in all not bad. 
Sandra Lee 
BRIAN FERRY + ROXY MUSIC 
Someone once said that Roxy Music's music brings to 
mind men in tuxedos with beautiful women on their 
arms slowly sipping martinis in French chateaus. Yup. I 
have to confess 1 fast-forwarded through all the atrocities 
Ferry committed in the '70s and started watching this 
collection from 1980's "Same Old Scene" onwards. And 
•what 3 fine trip down the eighties' (and to a lesser 
extent nineties') memory lane that was. The only minus is 
the.surprising omission of arguably Roxy Music's best 
songs like "Avalon" or "More Than This". But all the 
other usual suspects are here and while Ferry's videos 
never had any particular story to tell they were always 
visually satisfying and have undoubted nostalgia value for 
someone who grew up on the '80s music. 
- Arthur Chrenkoff 
SURVIVORS OF THE HOLOCAUST 
From Steven Spielberg's pet project comes this new and 
fascinating video that should be watched by anyone 
interested in the twentieth century history - just so they 
can realise that history happens to real people and not 
jijst nameless masses and numbers. The Survivors of the 
Shoah Visual History Foundations works to record on 
video war-time reminiscences of as many Jewish sur\'ivors 
of the Holocaust as possible, before that whole genera-
tion passes away and takes its oral history to the grave. 
It's a.staggering and fascinating project that deserves all 
the recognition and support it can get - we should have 
more initiatives like that, and not just concerning the 
Holocaust. In this video European Jews tell the story of 
their lives before and during the Second World War. It's 
a tragic story, illustrated with photographs and film 
footage from the period; all the more memorable 
because it's coming from the witnesses and sun/ivors 
themselves. 
- Arthur Chrenkoff. 
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Humpty Dumpty w a s Pushed 
Deep surreal music, tortured soul, reflection and death. 
The perfect combination for a top production ... 
"Humpty Dumpty was Pushed" is the story of Michael, a 
young man who is dying of a terminal illness (you never 
find out what it i s ) . At the beginning of the play you 
are introduced to the realisation that Michael is not 
ready to die and he greatly fears death, and as it pro-
gresses, yoH follow Michael as'he journeys down the path 
of memories and encounters many interesting characters. 
Included is the Grim Reaper T t a lkirg via a television) 
and a chatty telephone booth, who insists on being called 
Phonebox. 
— These wily creatures and others reveal to the audience 
Michael's greatest fears, secrets and regrets. The most 
I memorable of Michael's encounters is with a silver-painted 
Devil. They sit down and have a nice Little discussion 
I about Michael's impending departure. He asks- if he shall 
' die on this night and the Devil tells him no, it's not 
your time yet. This response pleases Michael and he con-
tinues on his journey, only to face his greatest past 
demon, a dead child named Joshua. It is never explained 
'why Michael begs the boy's forgiveness, but the seen of an 
i idea is left planted within your mind. Finally the con-
frontation is resolved and Michael is j-eady to re-enter 
the reat world once again. But unfortunately h e n e v e r ' 
gets the chance to, his time is up. He is dra'^ged away 
by his enemy, the Devil, and naught remains but his cry-
- ing shadow. 
Unfortunately for those of you who would've liked; to have 
journeyed with Michael, you are not going to have the 
opportunity, as the play is no longer running; But be 
assured, "Humpty Dumpty" was an excellent portra-ya't-. of .the 
inner most thoughts ^ n d feelings of a dyir)g_ person,' di*s- i 
Philippe Gfenty*s Stowaways 
WHENrTHE END OF A, DESERT BURNS I N T O / A , VOID. 
WHEN FALLING PlrAfi'ES: ARE FOLLOWED BY A B E H -
^ ^ ' - C A T E TRAIL OF BLACK SHOKE. 
WHEN SPARKS BURST OUT OF THE LAMP SHADE AND 
KANGAROOS ARE SINGING,THE BLUES. 
AN OBSESSIVE DEAD BODY RESURFACING IN 
EARNEST'S MEMORY AS HE SINKS INTO HIMSELF. 
CLOUDS AND SEA STAND STILL. 
EYES ARE STARING AT HIM, FREAK'S EYES, HUNCHBACK'S EYES, A FAMILIAR 
HERCULES, A SENSUOUS ARMLESS LADY ... 
FREAKS LOOKING LIKE HIM, IN FACT THEY A R E HIM. 
FREAKS TAKING EARNEST IN THEIR JOURNEY THROUGH THE ABYSS^ IN SEARCH OF HID-
"., ->N,JJiENl^EHORIES ... 
Philippe Genty's Stowaways is a- stunning pTece or.v^isual theatre. Embracing 
elements of dance, puppetry and illusion, it pulls-you in and takes you on 
a journey across the dark and fascinating reaches of• the mind- - In a suc-
cession of vivid impressions, Genty manipulates perception-to" the point 
where any attempt to ratioriatise is given up. ^  .• -
Stowaways can be .looked at from two different angles. You can either try 
and 'understand' it, struggling to figure out what it was supposed to mean, 
or you can simfiiy sit back and let the images and sounds come to.you, which 
is i z r more satisfying. Genty describes it as 'a theatre where several 
meanings are condensed into image leaving spectators with the possibility 
of prolonging them with their own' interpretation and imagination." This is 
what makes Stowaways so wonderful. It effects everyone'in a different way 
because the ambiguity of meaning allows every person in the audience their 
own interpretation.' 
It is difficult to single out any particular parts of the show as the best 
because there are just too many. The strange quartet of the 'circus freaks' 
are absolutely fascinating to watch, their child-like interaction both 
ridiculously funny and disturbing. The dTncers'm"»n>pulat ions of the vari-
ous props and puppets are incredibly well done and obvi'ously the product of 
long rehearsals. Perhaps the most memorable moment though is when a tiny 
man in coat and hat.sets fire to a paper house. The tiny models, the 
house probably only half a iietre tall, are set in the middle of the stage. 
The models are so well.made that they become real. Al'^your concentration 
is centred on them, the area of -the stage a'roundth.em, becomes a huge deso-
late plain-, with a s'dundscape-iofrwl^tl'.,in-silence.' The "little man moves 
away from the house/.' his shad"bvf lengthening. behind h'im,:-'he turn.s- back once, 
fb. s e e t h e asiv blowing'avtfy from,-the blackened skeleton of the house. The 
feeling of- loss is unexpectedly powerful. '•'.,, 
Stowaways is, incredibly a t m o s p h e r i c . It creates feelings, and impressions 
played on ah abstract teyel.-.^^w'^^*^^.'' than, telling a story." The various elements of the work, -the 
So how'-do you iD.ake'ja. s h a d o w cry? 
- Now you'll never IChow. 
aance'rs, "poppets',-props> models, sound and l-ighting all work .together to 
create a brilliant show which leaves the. audience absolutely blown away, 
- Robyn Ford • ' . . . . . 
one of the die-hard 
Smbkey Joe's Cafe: The Songs of Leiber and Stoller 
•Those of you who have been desperately pining the^return of Brisbane's very own, 'indecent obsession' and one time H^ome and Away 
star, David Dixon, - can now breathe a sign of relief with the advent. of Smokey Joe's .Cafe on July 2A.' '• • 
Those of you who,haven't (which is probably the majority of y o u ) , should perhaps think a Iittle'mo~re carefully about whether you 
want to blow forty-fiv'e bucks on a show that promises to deliver forty, of what are probably your parents'..all-time favourite hits, 
After running on Broadway for two years and recently collecting a Grammy for Best Musical Show ALbu,n,"Brirbane (of all places) 
will be the first town outside-New York to experience this musical'marvel. ' ' 
l l Z l i ' t ' I ' ' T u ^ r ^ ' ll'iv' '''\'''''"'^ '^' performance will include renditions of Hound Dog-; Love Rotion > 9 , Jai Ihouse Rock, 
Stand by Me, I Who Have Nothing, There Goes my Baby, and the unforgettable phenomenon Yakety Yak. • ^- -
If, having read this line-up, you now persist in pursuing this-article to its conelusion,'you are undoubtedly 
fans of th.e SOs and 60s music, who we can fully expect to see at this performance. 
Starring alongside our beloved David, who last surfaced in Brisbane in 1993 as Joseph (oV the 'Amazing Technicolour Drelmcoaf 
k i n d ) , will be Simone Dee and Jane Scali, plus a handful of lesser-known talents. 
Simone probably best-known as one of the high-haired members of the successful' group The Fabulous Singlettes has toured the UK and 
Australia extensively and performed as -a cast member of the Australian musical production. Beehive. Prior to Landing this role in 
Snoke Joes Cafe, a tour of South America led Simone to form 'Smooth, a nine-piece funk band that incorporates Latin-American 
rhythms. 
Like many others, Jane began her career at the age of 11 on 
Australia's notorious soap:e-star/musician factory - Young 
Talent Time. More recently, she has been in the public eye 
with 26 appearances on the ABC's Roy and HG Show, in 1995. 
Her credits include appearances with Rolf Harris, Ronnie 
Corbett, Don Lane, Bert Newton, Ray Martin and Mike Walsh. 
Comprising a total of nine performers and a 7-piece on-stage 
band, Smokey Joe's Cafe is a tribute to the work of Jerry 
Leiber and Mike Stoiler, who with a shared passion for Boogie 
Woogie and Blues, began with songwriting partnership some A5 
years ago. 
A smokey atmospheric stage provides the setting for this pre-
sentation and the talented choreography of Joey McKnelly 
promises to make the night not only a musically, but visually 
exciting event. 
Performances will run from July 24 to August 17 at the Lyric 
Theatre, Queensland Performing Arts Complex and student dis-
counts are available. For bookings, telephone 3846 4646. 
- Christine Fitchew 
-^r.s*. -.j^-^li 
^ ^ - - - ' : - . ? J " ' ^ ^ V ' ^ ' - Hurlyburly 
Question? .What would it take to bring Sirgpurney W e a v e r , . 
.VlllUam Hurt, Christopher Walken and Harvey Keitel together 
away from the big screen. The answer is the David Rabe stage 
• * play Hurlyburly. 
. " " T h e Amardean Players have not been quite able to revive the 
original Broadway cast but they have decided to show local 
audiences just why these actors would choose to knock back 
movie scripts (or delay them as Keitel and Walken-did with- the 
filfflir\g of Pulp Fiction) in order to work on the stage play> 
Hurlyburly. The script even prompted director Michael Thyer to 
call the show 'Seinfield on Cocaine!' 
That is just what the show is about. The tales of four men in 
the corrupt movie industry who attempt to cope with life, 
death, relationships and marriage with the aid of a few extra 
-^ substances along the way. David Rabe described the play as 
being in many ways his reaction to feminism and the treatment 
of men and their feelings when relationships and marriage 
breakdown. "The poignancy of the play is probably best thought 
out by the humour in it," siiggested director Thyer, "and this is 
what I thi-Qjc will Leave audiences with a sense of sadness when 
the play finally comes to the crunch." 
Thyer has managed to bring together a group of talented young 
actors who he be..ieves will do just as good a job as their big 
name counterparts in America did when the play first opened. 
"The whole cast have plenty of experience and right from the 
first rehearsal there has been a rapport there that points 
towards Hurlyburly being a success." 
Simon Tate who recently played Norman Bates in the Amardean 
Player critically successful adaptation of Psycho sees other 
reasons as to why he believes Hurlyburly should succeed. "I've 
played both Mr Blonde and Norman Bates in the past year so it's 
nice that I don't have to play the psychopathic killer an'y more, 
but everyone in this pLay is really fucked up because of the 
realities of life. So it orobably qoes a little deeper than 
le 
t g
anything else I've done before." 
It is probably fair to warn audiences that Hurlyburly is a very 
hard hitting piece of theatre. If you don't want to see sex, 
- violence, drug Jse, adult tnemes or hear bad language, then I 
would suggest that you don't see Hurlyburly. But seeing as we 
have this thrown at us every day, then Hurlyburly Looks as if 
it could provide a heli. of good time. 
The Amardean Players production of Hurlyburly opens on Thursday 
July 25tti and continues eve-^y Wednesday to Saturday at 8pm at 
the Cement Box Theatre, until August 10th. 
A Midsummer Night's Dream 
The G^in and Tonic Theatre-Troupe presented a Lively performance 
of A Midsummer Night's Dream which is an enchanting tale of love 
•and romance. This tale is made up of three storylines, seeming-
.ly unrelated, but which alt come together at the end of the play. 
A Midsummer Night's Dream is set in some woods near Athens and 
r e v o W e s around the marriage between the Duke of Athen s , Theseus 
(Andrew Blacknan) and Hippolyta (Liesel B a d o r r e k ) . Whilst these 
plans are in action, the audience's attention is drawn to the Love 
perplexity between Hermia (Liesel Badorrek) and Lysander (Grant 
Thompson) and Helena (Nicole Dennington) and Demetrius. The 
respective couples are guided to ever lasting love with the help 
of a magical flower whose juice made the receiver fall in love 
with the first person they saw when they awoke. This niagicaL 
flower brought the second storyline into the play which was the 
King of the fairies, Oberon (Bryan Nason) and his aueen, Titania 
(Liesel B a d o r r e k ) . The third aspect of the performance was the 
play oerformed by trade persons in honour of the wedding between 
the Djke and his bride to be. The actors in this play are Peter 
Quince, a carpenter (Liesel B a d o r r e k ) , Bottom, a weaver (John 
B a t c h e l o r ) , Tom Snout, a tinker. Snug, a joiner, Sta'-veling, a 
tailor and Francis Flute, a bellows mender, all played by Scott 
Haidment. The play ends with the wedding of the Theseus and 
Hippolyta, Lysander and Hermia and Helena and Demetrius respec-
tively. 
Scott Haidment handled his multitude of personalities with a hint 
of charm and copious humour. Liesel Badorrek (who herself had 
numerous roles to perform) is to be highly commended as is Nicole 
Dennington largely for her stunning voice which she graced the 
audience with on numerous occasions. The use of dolLs in place 
of human actors in some scenes was an interesting idea, however 
it did provide at times for some slight confusion, A hint of 
tradition coupled with more modern ideas, the accompanying music 
was well suited to the performance-. With variety and passion, 
Donald Hall successfully applied musical chaperone to an inter-
esting production. The Grin and Tonic Theatre Troupe are to be 
commeTded for their successful production of A Midsummer Night's 
Dream. 
- Louise Houston 
XXXV 
Non-Return of Library Material 
- a Major Concern 
The Library uses diffc-rent loan pcriod.s to ensure the most equitable sharing of 
scarce resources and sanctions to encourage the return of materials on time, so tiiat 
everyone can get a fair go. 
HOW LONG CAN I BORROW MATERIALS? 
There are three loan periods:-
Standard loans- for most liooks - 2 weeks for undergraduates, -i weeks for post-
graduates 
- for textbooks in demand - I week 
Short loans - for items in heavy demand - 3 days 
Reserve loans - for Kept at Desk items in extremely hea\')' demand - 2 hours or 4 
hours 
WHAT DO I DO IF I NEED ITEMS FOR A LONGER PERIOD? 
You can renew a standard loan by phone, e-mail or do it yourself through the on-
line system - as long as no-one else wants the item. 
WHAT ARE THE CX)NSEQLIENCIS OF MY NOT RETURNING MATERIALS ON TIME? 
An amount is recorded ibr each day or hour an item is overdue. Ihese amounts 
accrue according to the following scale: 
standard loans 30 ^ per item per day 
short loans S2 per item per day for the first •) days, then S4 per day 
kept ar desk material S2 per Item per liour 
recalled items S2 per item per day 
Borrowing privileges are withdrawn when: 
standard loans are 8 days overdue 
shon loans are 3 days overdue 
kept at desk material is I liour overdue 
recalled material is 1 day overdue 
accrued amount reaches S2() 
'I'he amount recorded for overdue items is triggered when y<iu return materials. If 
the sum reaches S2().(K). you must pay. NOTl-:- Your borrowing privileges are also 
removed at ibis time. Payment ofthe S2().(){) reinstates your privileges. ;\ny amount 
less than S2(),()() is cancelled at the end of semester - you begin again with a clean 
slate for tbe next semester. 
HOW DO I GET MY BORROWING PRIVILEGES BACK? 
You simply return all overdue materials, and pay any S2().()() sum due. 
HOW DO I KNOW WHERE I STAND? 
The Libran' sends notice at regular intenals. and you can check your own loan 
records on the system for yourself Vou will also be told when you attempt to bor-
row, if your privileges have been withdrawn. 
WHAT H/VPPENS IF I IGNORE THE NOTICES AND DO NOT RETURN MATERIAL? 
In addition to the sanctions outlined above, you will receive a hill for replacement 
ofthe material, and a non-refundable administrative charge of S2().()() when: 
standard loans are 21 days overdue 
short loans are 3 days overdue 
reserve loans arc I day overdue 
WHAT ABOUT MATERIAL THAT IS ALRFADV OVERDUE? 
Ifyou return material by 'ith Aut>ust 1996 overdue amounts will iie waived. NOTIi: 
this does not include administrative charges f>n already billed items. 
Pandemonium Theatre Co 
j presents 
I 
Cf^vi(k.: biting 
pavlov 
directed by 
j David 
Peachey 
With: 
Stefan 
Cooper-Fox 
Fraser 
Corfield 
Emma 
Hynes 
Janelle 
Manning 
! Maree 
1 1 - 2 7 J u l y 8 p m : Mehmet 
Warren Street Theatre, 
1 ISWarren Street Spring Hill 
$15 Adults 
$10 Concessions 
Bookings or enquiries contact David Peachey (07) 3SJ1 249b 
MB - After lying low in 1995, how does it feel to be back on the road? 
-'•'•'••m scon - UJE DIDN'T RERLLV NECESSHRILV OiflNT TO LIE L0lli|^^ 
UIE SPENT fl LOT DF THAT TIME RECORDING RND SORT Q^^S^^^^ 
BRNO MEMBERS AND ALL THAT KIND OF STUFF. ITUJHS.,^^ 
RERLLV GOOD. UJE COULD GET STUFF OUT RGAIN. QB)||J^SLV, IF 
VDU'RE IN R BRND AND DON'T RELERSE STUFF Of^m^$iBm 
^ • - . . ^ VGOI THAT KIND OF THING, SO U^ ^ ^ 
, , , '."i-^^^xj'i*^'"'- S I 
MB - So has this hiatus, so to speak, been fruitful foWduasfyr as writ-
jry^-ik^^-''•''-'•''•' Inggoe? 
scon - I THINK IT'S BEEN RERLLV FpLLVj^jOD.^ AND I THINK 
THE SONGS THAT UIE'UE STRBTED JO WBlTCrflflE fl BIT DIFFERENT 
:^UJ 
THAN THEV USE TO BE, AND fl RUiMOBECOiHSjDERED AND ALL THAT 
SORT OF STUFF. OUERflLtlt'Sin L^^ I JUST THINK IT'S 
: £ : : C ; AIDED THE BflND AN flUJFUL LOT. 
MB - How do ydu feel about supporting Alanis Morisset on her 
Australian tour? 
scon - GOOD. I MEflN, UiHETHER VOU LIKE HER DR NOT (VOU 
KNOm I'M JUST TALKING GENERHLLV) IT'S fl?GOUD TOUR TO PLRV, 
BIG TOURS, RRE RERLLV PRdOUCTIUE. VOU'RE PLflVING IN FRONT 
OF THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE, AND teoF THE THING DF BEING IN R 
BflND IT'S HARD TO PLRV IN FRDNKbl^ .f EOPLE GENERRLLV, VOU 
KNOm. RNVUJflV, HER SHOUJ ISifREjfv GOOD, SO IT'S A GOOD 
SHOUJ TO BE ON. IT MAKES US^ OUORKPflETTV HARD TOO. 
MB -1 believe you're soon to do a ptree'band natiorialtour with Rail 
: '> .^^  : and Automatic 
scon - NO, THAT ACTUALLY GOT CUTfOFFBECflUSE WE'RE DOING 
THIS TOUR AND UJE'RE ACTUflLlV STILLBECORDING. SO UIE IIJERE 
DOING THAT. UJE HAD ALL THIS STUFF li^|illEBE DOING BT RLRNAIS 
TOUR AND VEflki^it BINT HAPPENING NOUJ. 
MB - Well, fair enough. How does th^tip and coming major labour 
debut album corhparjBy/ithyoiunpi'eviousyvork? 
SCOTT - I THINK IT'S B LOT MORE DEUELOPED. I THINK THE SONGS si 
ARE BEHER, IT SOUNDS BEnER, nEBLLV IN EUEBV WAV I THINK 
IT'S BEnEH - IN VOUR DREAMS VoU KjND OF UJflNT IT TO BE. IT'S 
NO USE RELEASING IT, VOU^ RE BETTER OFF USING THE OLD ONE 
BGfliN. IT'S PROBRBLV MOREPOP. fl BIT MORE BENT RTTHE SBME 
•':V-- •• 
V f ; •• • TIME. 
MB - So you would say you've}probably matured over the time you've 
scon - VERH, I DON'T LIKE TO usp^ggf-^^^^^^SJ^'Kl^^^S^' ' 
I SUPPOSE SO. I MEflN VOU UJANT TO, L I J < : f l M n P I ! j ^ l S g ^ ^ 
TO DEUELOP OUER R COUPLE OF VEARS. T H E M S T T H I N C VOU'O 
UJflNT IS STILL TO BE PLRVING THE SOME cffM|§gfB|0.jJ5J^B^^^ 
SAME DRAUJiNG OR P f l l N T I N G | i ^ p ^ ^ N T ^ ^ 
MB - You performed in the US and London. H^^^i0e'are^aUdiMA 
ences overseas comj^i0yi/itlratlioi^?^^^ 
scon - IT'S EKflCTLV THE SRME THING. T H ^ ^ ^ f f i j m i i i P 
DIFFERENCE BETUJEEN THERE RND HERE. I T ; ^ ^ p ^ B I F S i E N i ; g | 
SET OF PEOPLE, THEV REACT EHflCTLV THE SAMb^Hg^fliM jR j ; i?^ 
A GOOD SHOUJ. PLAVING IN FAONT OF A GOoW 
GOOD RESPONSE. VOU LOOK AROUND TO 
KNOUJ - THE PEOPLE LOOK SO SIMILRR] 
si"o\roWe'^ 
• • * 
-•imm.. 
i th -
Men 
.e 
MB - Are you going to be directing your music to 
cess or are you going to be still trying to remain 
scon - I THINK UJE'LL TRKE IT UJHEREUER IT T 
THERE IS NO AGENDA TO JUST BE BIG IN AMEfll 
IN BRITAIN OR flUSTRRLIR. IDEALLV VOU'D L 
PLAV ALL THOSE PLACES. ANVONE UJOULD. BU 
MUCH IT, UJE'D LOUE TD DO ALL THOSE PLACESj 
HAPPENS 0 
l^:Mv--!s:';!:i; 
Si:l^^; ;-!' 
l:rn:^..nrv:,.;i. 
by^^ilarcus BroLun 
• • • • ' • • ...'•:iii]ii4<-
•"•'••• S!r4';r;"i.','fH 
MB-.ExceflebpM^-ypu going to be 
aiming forauhitjuesAussfe sound or 
are you goingtob^cdtnio^^^ so to 
speak? •'' •:'^'\j^,i'}. ';v. 
s c o n - I DON'T THINK VOU CRN ' 
NECEssflfliLv CONTROL THAT K I N D 
OF STUFF OR MORE TD THE POINT 
THAT VOU SHOULD. I THINK EUERV 
AUSTRRLIRN BAND SOUNDS 
AUSTAALIAN FOA ONE REASON QB 
ANOTHER. I THINK UIE SOUND 
AUSTAALIAN BUT I DON'T KNOU) 
UJHAT IT IS THOT MAKES US S O M 
AUSTAALIAN. BUTTHEBE ISNO SOBT 
DFTHING LIKE THIS MUST BE \ ; 
BRITISH SONGS OR THIS MUST BE 
THE AMERICRN OR WHBTEUER. IT 
SEEMS CERTflJN PEOPLE THINK OF 
US BS SQUNDING R^ BIT BBITISH, ' 
IT'S LIKE UJELL VERB KJND 0I-, BUT 
IT'S JUST GENERRLLV POP, IPS B 
POP THING. MENTRL ASSOCIBTIDNS 
PLfiCE 'POP' IN fl BRniSH ColtEHT 
OFTEN, UJHICH IS SOMEONE EtSE'S 
iSpUND IDEfl/irS NOTMV'DEBL. ::. 
MB - Excellent. So what havebeen ":3 
you're main influences in your writing? 
SCOn - THAT'S RN ENTIRE CRN OF 
WORMS. EUERVONE HAS A LOT DF -
DIFFEBENT INFLUENCES, THE OLDEB 
VOU GET THE MOBE THEV COME . 
WITH,Efp[ OTHER, ; I , M | ^ Vlii^ 
plGEfr1:0UNTRV^B0CJC,;l LOUE POP 
IT BLWBVS^ COMES DOUJN 
8iTBplJ|B;MEL0DIES;BND STRONG 
;Ci^|^vHO|lKS VOU KNOW^JIMMV UJEBB 
i^^MB-'When you weire:gmvv/ng up and 
Po/rne(/:»*/»at.w?6uH was your 
^^^kpuritejiandlf^:^^' 
amt M S T SINGLE I 
'•i^i!l^ij'O.;'y{iii*:0ifelil 
:Vli(3M:M;!.'Jilla-!li"::^ f 
JN^EBSi 
|^ l''.^ BiP?Ma«!lm^ iy<\um 
AND THAT 
AUN. I 
SAVS. 
FECTS VOU 
rVED A LOT OF 
IDV. THEV 
OF RED CROSS 
jF STUFF SO I 
(EEN SUB-
IING 
ILU, THAT 
WAS A DIFFICULT ONE, CAUSE I 
MEAN TEENAGE VEARS, THE BIG 
SOUND OF THE SMITHS, NEW OADER, 
TAIFFIDS, GO-BETWEENS, ALL THAT 
JKJND OF STUFF. THAT CHANGES. 
;; VOU STILL TAKE THOSE OLD BANDS 
THAT Vdii LjiiCE WITH VOU, BUT 
THERE is NEW STUFF ON IT. VOU 
KNOW, EUEBV WEEK VOU'RE 
PUniNG SOMETHING NEW ONTO 
lOHHT VOUR INFLUENCES RRE AND 
VOU FORGET THE OLD ONES VOU HAD. 
IT'S HRRD TO REMEMBER MOST OF 
THE TIME. THERE MHV BE fl SINGLE 
BV SOME INDV BAND THAT HARDLV 
BNVONE HAS HEARD OF, THAT 
MEANS THE WOBLD TO VOU FOR SIH 
WEEKS. THAT GENEBRLLV HAPPENS 
QUITE A LOT. VOU KNOW, SOUNDS 
LIKE THE PASTELS AND BLL THAT 
SORT OF STUFF. 
MB - What do you think of bands like 
Oasis who are holding international 
spot lights at the moment? 
s c o n - I THINK THEV'BE FINE, 
THOSE BANDS HflUE SOME RERLLV 
GOOD SONGSK I'D MUCH PREFER 
THEM TO STONE TEMPLE PILOTS RND 
• • • ' . ? • ' • 
THAT KIND OF THING - THEV'RE 
BANDS I HRTE. I THINK ORSIS HflUE 
- BcCOUPLE DF RERLLV GOOD SONGS. 
THEV'RE COMPLETELV DIFFERENT 
BANDS, VOU KNOW, IT'S A WEIRD 
QUESTION. VOU HflUE HTC, BITS OF 
THE SPECIAL AND MADNESS AND 
ALL THAT KIND OF ENGLISH TRHDI-
nON AND THEN VOU'UE GOT OASIS 
WITH ALL THAT SORT OF ROCK TRfl-
DITION. THAT'S GOOD. THEV'UE 
WRinEN SOME GOOD SONGS. 
MB - Not a problem. You're going to 
be touring with Alanis Morissette. 
Have you got any plans for another 
tour? Will you be on the road for a 
long period of time? 
scon - WELL, NOT AT THIS POINT. 
WE'RE MENTRLLV CONCERNED WITH 
FINISHING THE ALBUM. I MEAN, 
THERE WILL BE TOURS, HOPEFULLV 
EUERVWHERE. 
MB - Thanks a lot Scott 
%:^iiii^--'-
^'W Tf\n «#% COMPILED FROM 
- i T U P IV^ '^ STRALIANAND 
O/SEAS REVIEWS FOR a.Q.(l. SEMPER 
WIN The first ten readers to call at Semper on Wednesday 31st July, 1pm, who can name a previous film starring Jonny Lee Miller (Hackers) will win a free Schonell pass. 
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• • • • BEAUTIFULLY DONE, IfERY FUNNY, A SHREWD GDMEDY David Stratton jiajn chabal Victoria Aiiil Josiane Balasko 
JOSIANE BALASKO revives Ihe classic bedroom farce with an original recipe - husband, wife and 
lesbian lover. The story of a sexy young woman who takes a lover to get ever with her husband, is a 
neat twist on the ancient formula anc is given a richly compassionate flavour by this wonderful new 
director, who also plays the cigar-chomping other womar. Balasko taKes a taboo subject and makes 
it seem as suburban and possible as it really is, while having a few laughs at everything from marital 
cliches to all girl nightclubs. "Great fun, a robust farce" TIME. French (subtitled). 1.50 (M) 
french twisti 
a comedy by josiane balasko 
THEIR ONLY CRIME WAS CURIOSITY: HnP:/ /WWW.UIP.COM 
IAIN SOFTLEY has made a fast-paced cyberpunk thriller that focuses on a group of teenage compu-
ter whizzes whose "harmless" pranlts suddenly throw them into the very real and very dangerous 
world of industrial espionage. While "Hackers" often do it just lor the thrill, tnere are those who use 
their skills to cause havoc or to obtain ;benefits. When theyare framed in this high stakes conspiracy, 
they must pool Iheir resources lo battle a master criminal using his considerable talents to steal a 
million dollars. The great music score features PRODIGY, UNDERWORLD and ORBITAL 1,45 {M) 
JOnnV LEE MILLER 
(TRaitlSPOTTINQ'S 'SICK BOV) 
HHCKERSI 
HTTpy/uiuiui.uiP.com 
"A FIENDISHLY FUNNY POLITICAL THRILLER" Rolling Stone 
STACY TITLE joins Danny Boyle in a fast growing stable of new innovative directors and his debut 
film Is in the style ol David Williamson. A scandalously funny black comedy set around a .series of 
dinner parties in which reactionaries are invited as special guests. The group convinces themselves 
of the moral and political rightness of eliminating society of these obnoxious people and the film 
gains its frisson from the constant switching of our sympathies between the killers and their victims. 
The film has more bodies in the backyard and more celebrity comeos than an Altman film, with a tw'st 
atthe end like Shallow Grave, that should ensure it becoming another cult hil! 1.32 (M) 
CAMERON DIAZ JASON ALEXANDER 
THE 
LAST SUPPER 
BILL PAXTON RON PERLMAN 
A MASTERPIECE - ITS EXPLORATION OF DESIRE, RARELY EQUALLED... The Age 
MARCEL CARNE's film is to France what "Gone With The Wind" is to America. A beautifully told tale of 
love and loss set in 19th Cenlury Restoration Paris. The story is stiil engrossing and the perform-
ances are timeless - a masterpiece of complexity, that ranks on most critics' lists amongst the Great 
films of all time. The screenplay is set in a 19th Century theatre district In Paris "Boulevard du Crime" 
where life is farce, tragedy, melodrama, vaudeville, circus and pulp fiction. Made in 1945, it has stood 
the test of time and fifty years on reveals ever more diffuse meanings and mysteries in this cinematic 
masterpiece. 3.15 FRENCH (Subtitled) (PG) SCHOOL GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE. 
.MARCEL C\RNE'S M,\STERPIECE RETL'RNSI 
ST.\RR1NG; . \RLEm' & JEA.V-LOLTS B.\RR.\LiT 
\ 0m 11HOMINATICNS FDR ISBG FRENCH CESARSJOscai-S] inc. BEST FILM, ACTOR, AGRESS, DIRECTOR, SDPPORTINGI ACTOR and ACTRESS 
JCLAUDE SAUTETs (A Heart in Winter) hushed drama of unspoken feelings, of relationships that 
I remain forever potential. Serrault is magnificent as a man struggling to grow old in a dignified but still 
Ivital manner, while Beart linds a sure and compelling level of understatement. It is impossible to 
1 imagine anyone olher than Sautet being able lo offer so little but say so much about his characalers. 
|His superb craftsmanship and the quality performances of his award nominated cast, makes this 
I movie another French movie of great pleasure. (SUBTITLED) 1.47 (PG). 
Emmanuelle Beart • Micliel Serrault 
f. 
.K film by 
Claude Sautet 
BEST COSTUME DESiBN [OSCARS 9 6 ] : OFFICIAL SELECTIDH1996 BERIIN FILM FEST. 
IMICHAEL HOFFMAN'S film is resplendent in its evocation of teeming, gaudy I7lh CenturyEngland.lt 
is a sweeping yet intimate drama that boasts an examplary international cast. The story's historical 
[setting is rich in fascinations and Is set in the time when the Stuart monarchy is restored to the throne 
jafter a decade of Puritan rule which unleashes a long pent-up torrent of sexual and intellectual ener-
Igies. A highly entertaining evocative drama with powerful connections to contemporary times, and 
jone of the most lavish and beautiful costume dramas in many years. 1.58 (M) 
R O B E R T 
DOWPiTEY, J R . 
M K G 
RYAJN 
IAN 
McKELI'BN 
m I 
SHAKESPEARE'S CLASSIC BECOMES A GRIPPING MODERN THRILLER: Daily Mirror 
IAN MCKELLEN'S adaption uses the format of his acclaimed stage production, which is set in a 20th 
century totalitiarian state, with Richard becoming a Hitler-like tyrant. All credit is due for making the 
play so vividly accessible - here is a chilling Richard, all menace and insinuating charm, with plenty of 
asides straight to the camera. It is a fast, exuberant violent tide with pleasing parallels to classic 
gangster films. This long play Is Intelligently cut so that it both aids the pace and makes the meanings 
and characters clearer than in Olivie.''s 1955 version. This is a visual and acting feast of a movie! 
1.45 (M) ^ _ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ _ 
IAN McKELLEN NIGEL HAIVTHORNE 
ANNEHE BENtNG ROBERT DOWNEY, Jnr. • • 
RICHARD lil 
P O W E R C O N Q U E R S A L L 
IN GOMPETITIDN: 1BB6 GANNES FILM FESTIVAL 
BERNARDO BERTOLUCCI was Inspired to make his tenth movie (following his journey from LAST 
TANGO IN PARIS to THE LAST EMPEROR) when he read SUSAN MINOTs collection of whimsically 
sexual stories and convinced her to write him a movie. It is a beautifully composed tribute to love in 
general and one girl's romantic awakening in particular. Bertolucci returns to Italy and returns to form. 
Heartfelt, moving and often very amusing, the film owes its charm to a subtly intelligent script and an 
award winning performance by UV TYLER. It is an affecting portrait of today's young generation that 
will have appeal to all ages. 1.5B (M) ^ 
Liv 
iTyler 
Jeremy 
^ ^ Irons 
omlu ISmU 
A Film by {/ Bernardo { 
Bertolucci 
THE MOST ROMANTIC COMEDY OF THIS OR ANY YEAR! 
MICHAEL LEHMAN (Heathers) returns to form with an utterly convincing comedy scripted by first 
time writer AliDREY WELLS. The premise Is sheer simplicity with a touch of screwball farce. What 
makes It special is Jeaneane Garafolo's dry, sell effacing wil and Thurman's ditzy old style glamour. 
The st07 of a plain phone-in show hostess who allows a beautiful model to assume her Identity when 
the hostess's object of affection comes calling. The ruse gets out of hand and hearts are nearly 
broken before true love wins out A series of romantic and comic misadventures finally give way lo 
true love and friendship in this most appealing comedy romance. 1.37 (M) 
Uma 
Thurman 
Janefane 
Garofalo 
A film by 
Michaai Lshmonn 
THE UNIVERSITY OF QLD UNION advises readers that their SCHONELL PROGRAMME information can 
be obtained on the INTERNET at http://www.uq.edu.au/studentunion/schonell/home.html Ph337ii879 
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RESIDENTS REPORT 
H I EVERYONE. I HOPE THAT EVERYONE ENJOYED A GREAT HOLIDAY, | KNOW I DID. AFTER A SUCCESSFUL FIRST SEMESTER YOUR STUDENT UNION WILL OFFER ALL STUDENTS AN EVEN BIGGER SECOND SEMESTER. SiNCE 
THE ENO QF FIRST SEMESTER WE HAVE WORKED TIMEIESSLY TO ENSURE THAT R E - U N I O N W E E K W i l l BE ANOTHER TRIUMPH FOR STUDENT CULTURE ON CAMPUS. 
LOCKING TOWARDS THE UPCOMING SEMESTER I WOULD LIKE TO REMIND STUDENTS THAT YOUR UNION STILL REMAINS YOUR BEST REPRESENTATION THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSITY IN ALL CULTURE, SOCIAL AND EDU-
CATio;-; ARLAs. THE ufjicrj fORuw AREA WILL Bt COWPLETED DURING THE CHRISTMAS RECESS. THIS WILL PROVIDE PATRONS OF THE UNION COMPLEX WITH A FRESH NEW LOOK. THE NEW STUDENT CLUB IS FAST 
APPROACHING WITH AROUND $2.5 MILLION BEING INVESTED IN A TOP QUALITY VENUE AND BAR FOR STUDENTS. 
IF YOU HAVE ANY CONCERNS REGARDING ANY OF THE MULTITUDE or STRANGE BUREAUCRATIC PROCESSES OR PROCEDURES CONCERNING ANY UNIVERSITY OFFICE, WE CAN HELP. HAVE A GREAT SEMESTER. 
LOVE, JODY THOMPSON 
w OMEN'S EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 
VP REPORT 
THE WOMEN'S EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AREAS HAS BEEN A BUZZING HIVE OF ACTIVITY IN THE LAST THREE MONTHS, SO MUCH SO THAT THERE HAS NOT BEEN THE CHANCE TO WRITE A REPORT FOR SEMPER HERE'S A 
BIT OF A RUNDOWN! 
BUT 
^y^ffj. ^'"'''^T'^TIO.xj WEEK, THE W O M E N ' S E Q U A I OPPORTUNITY A R E A PROVIDED A NUMBER OF WOMEN WITH FR.'ENDLY EVENTS WHICH NOT ONLY GAVE WOMEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO NHWORK WITH OTHER WOMEN 
JT ALSO TO GET TO KNOW THE WOMEN'S AREA. 
" . , ^ ' I r J ! ' ; ^ ^ \ ^ "'^^ PERSISTENCE OF MiCHELLE OCEAN, ( T H A N K Y O U ) , THE W O M E N ' S E Q U A L OPPO.RTUNITY A R E A WAS ABLE TO GET THE U N I C N TO PUT HIGHCHAIRS IN THE REFECS AND CAFE'S (lE THE COFFEE SHOP 
AN'U PL.ZA CAFF). 
R ^ n l ^ p / n ^'^^^ ° ^ ''''^'"^^ VOLUNTEERS AND A NOT SO FRIENDLY COMPUTER, WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO SET UP THE W O M E N ' S E Q U A L OPPORTUNITY AREA LIBRARY. IT IS THE REMNANTS OF THE NOW-DEFUNCT UNION 
A rnrAT ' ^ ° *^'" ™^ ^ ° ° ^ ^ RELEVANT TO WOMEN AND SOME MORE NEW PURCHASES NOW RESIDE iN THE WOMEN'S EQUAL OPPORTUNITY A R E A OFFICE FOR ANY STUDENT TO COME UP AND USE 
" n'^ Tn °^ °^^ ^""^^ '^^'^^ ^ ' ^^ "^^ " * ^ ^^^^ ^^^ '^™ "^^'^"^^ '^° ' '^ '^ ™ ^^^'^° ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ' ' ' °^^'' ^° ^ " ^ NETWORK OF WOMEN STUDENTS AUSTRALIA CONFERENCE IN PERTH A NUMBER OF WOMEN HAVE 
!!2c m c cA T ^ ^ " ^ * ^ ' ^ ^ ' ' ^ ^^ REWARDED IN JULY WITH A TRIP TO THE CONFERENCE. UQ WILL BE WELL REPRESENTED THIS YEAR WITH FIVE WOMEN GOING OVER AND BRINGING BACK AS MUCH INFORMATION AS 
POSSIBLE SO THAT WE CAN HOLD WORKSHOPS AND FORUMS IN WHICH TO SHARE THE INFORMATION. 
'JH' VUc''''^'''^ * " * ' "^ '^°^"^"''^''^°^ WITH THE WELFARE AREA, HAS BEEN PUTTING PRESSURE ON THE UNION AND THE UNIVERSITY TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE RESOURCES AND FACILITIES FOR STUDENTS WHO ARE PAR-
2 2 4 2 FOR DE ^?^^^^ ° ' ' ' ^*^ ' ^^^ " ' ^ ^ - ^ PARENTS WHO UNITE UNDER THE BANNER OF 'PARENTS COLLECTIVE' TO NETWORK WITH EACH OTHER BUT ALSO TO CAMPAIGN ON ISSUES THAT EFFECT THEM (PH 3 3 7 7 
" ^^!^-L^l^^ WOMEN'S EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AREA WORKS ON AN INFORMATION SHARING BASIS, WE HAVE BEEN HAVING MANY CROSS-CAMPUS MEETINGS WITH WOMEN'S OFFICERS FROM OUT AND GRIFFITH UNI 
STUDtNT ORGANISATIONS TO DISCUSS CROSS CAMPUS EVENTS SUCH AS BLUE STOCKING WEEK AND TO SWAP IDEAS ON LIFE, THE UNIVERSE AND EVERYTHING. 
Au i ^ iMr AD?''"^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ '^ ^°'^'^^^ ^^ ''""' ^*^^ ' ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ° '^^ '^  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ' ^^^''^^^^^ A LOT OF TIME PLANNING SO IT GOES OFF WITH A BANG. BRISBANE U N I ' S WOMEN'S A R E A ' S HAVE BEEN RECOGNISED FOR THE 
DAMV T^ J ^^LENT THAT WE HAVE AS NUS HAS CHOSEN US, BASED ON OUR CAMPAIGNS FOR THE LAST TWO YEARS, TO PROVIDE THE THEME IN THE FORM OF A POSTER AND STICKERS FOR THE ENTIRE C O M -
rA INT TO USE .fCR BLUE STOCKING W E E K . M A N Y MORE DETAILS IN ANOTHER ARTICLE? 
" ^n^^^^-l^c'^' '"^'^^^ ^ ° ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ INFORMATION AS POSSIBIE BUT WE REALISE THAT WOMEN C A N ' T ALWAYS MAKE IT ALONG TO EVERYTHING, TONI AND MYSELF HAVE BEEN AHENDING CONFERENCES FORUMS 
r,. w n r r , t - r "^ ^^^'^ ' ° * ^ ^ ° ' ^ ^ ^^ '^^^^ INFORMATION AS POSSIBIE WITH THE INTENTION OF REGURGITATING AS MUCH AS IS HUMANLY POSSIBLE. W E HAVE BEEN TO FORUMS ON WOMEtVS SERVICES DOMES-
TIC V OLENCL, FAMILY LAW REFORMS, WOMEN'S HEALTH AND FEMINISM - ALL OF WHICH I HOPE WILL TURN INTO WORKSHOPS A N D / O R ARTICLES. 
n , c r r < « n ^ T * ' ' ^ "^ " -^ ' ^•^- ^ ^ ^ ' ' ^'^^ ENCCURAGiNG WOMEN TO WRITE ARTICLES FOR SEMPER SO THAT WOMEN MAY FEEL A LiHLE MORE OWNERSHIP OF IT AS A STUDENT NEWSPAPER W E HAVE RECEIVED AND 
D SCU..tD A I,U,MBER OF COMPLAINTS ABOUT SEXIST LANGUAGE AND MATERIAL IN SEMPER AND HAVE DECIDED TO DO THE W R I T E THING, IN AN EFFORT TO MAKE IT MORE WOMEN FRIENDLY {EDITORS PLEASE NOTE). 
^n'l ^^'rr!X^''''^'^^''°" " ' ^ ' " ' ^ ' ^ " ' " ' - ' ' ^ ' ^ ^ ° ^ ^ ' OPPORTUNITY AREA, OR AT LEAST WHAT HAS BEEN HAPPENING FOR THE LAST FIVE OR SIX MONTHS. YOU'VE READ WHAT I'V '^ BEEN DOING - NOW IT IS UP TO 
r^Mc roA.".":/^'' ^''^ ^'^ ^^ ^ "^ "^^ ^ W O M E N ' S AREA, I ASSURE YOU, WE DO NOT BITE. IF YOU HAVE ANY IDEAS OR QUERIES, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO VISIT OR PHONE 3 3 7 7 2 2 4 2 W E ESPECIALLY WANT CONTRIBU-
I.O.JS FRON, .•.'GMEII FCR THE WOMEN S ED.T.ON OF SEMPER AND HERETICAL. LoOK AROUND FOR MORE INFORMATION! 
- CYNTHIA 
1996 BUDGET BREAKDOWN 
UQU 
CAPITAL 
UQ SPORI 
ACTIVITIES & ORIENTATION 
AD.MINISTRATION & F.NANCE 
BUILDING REPAIRS & DEPRECiATiot^  
CEMENT BOX TMEATRL 
CLUBS & SOCIETIES 
COLLEGES 
EDUCATION 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
SCREENPRINTING 
SEMPER & PUBLICATIONS 
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICE 
UNION EXECUTIVE 
WELFARE 
WOMEN'S AREA 
OFF-CAMPUS AREAS 
SPECIAL STUDENT AREAS 
71 
5 
42.5 
119.5 
113879 
442000 
132000 
33020 
345210 
26225 
72880 
6340 
35000 
175850 
133730 
280500 
120610 
101840 
97170 
134555 
2211Q5S 
$3.59 
$13.94 
$4.16 
$1.04 
$10.89 
$0.83 
$2.30 
$0.20 
$1.10 
$5.55 
$4.22 
$8.85 
$3.80 
$3.21 
$3.06 
$4.24 
$.70.99 
REASURER s 
REPORT 
WELCOME BACK TO UNI FOR SECOND SEMESTER, 1996. MOST OF YOU HAVE JUST PAID $119.50 
AND ARE PROBABLY WONDERING WHERE IT ALL GOES. FIRSTLY, U Q SPORT TAKES $ 4 2 . 5 0 , AND 
ANOTHER $ 6 GOES TO THE CAPITAL FUND, LEAVING THE UNION WITH $ 7 1 PER STUDENT To'PRO-
VIDE THE SERVICES AND FACILITIES ESSENTIAL TO A CAMPUS OF THIS SIZE. T H E STUDENT UNION 
GIVES YOU MANY SERVICE AREAS, RANGING FROM WELFARE TO ACTIVITIES. T H E WIDE RANGE OF 
AREAS MAKES IT POSSIBLE FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND UNION TO REPRESENT STUDENT 
INTERESTS IN A WAY WHICH MANY OTHER STUDENT BODIES CANNOT. T H E C L U B S & SOCIETIES AREA 
IS A HUB OF STUDENT ACTIVITY, AND THE A C T I O N EXECUTIVE HAVE UNDERSTOOD THIS, ALLO-
CATING $ 4 4 2 0 0 0 THIS YEAR FOR THAT A R E A . I F AT ANY TIME, ANY STUDENT HAS A LEGITIMATE 
CONCERN ABOUT THE BUDGET, THEY ARE ALWAYS WELCOME IN MY OFFICE TO DISCUSS ANY FINAN-
CIAL MAHER OF THE U N I O N . S T U D E N T C L U B REPORTFIRSTLY, I WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND A BIG 
THANKYOU TO ALL OF THOSE WHO RESPONDED WITH SUGGESTIONS ABOUT WHAT THEY WOULD LIKE 
TO SEE IN A STUDENT C L U B . T H E DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS HAS N O T YET APPROACHED, A N D I N 
FACT A STUDENT SURVEY WILL BE CONDUCTED OVER THE NEXT WEEK TO GAIN MORE INFORMATION 
ABOUT WHAT WE ALI THINK WOUID BE THE BEST FOR OUR CLUB. CONSTRUCTION ON IT AND THE 
FORUM AREA REDEVELOPMENT ARE DUE TO COMMENCE IN EARLY DECEMBER, PRESENTING A WHOLE 
NEW FACE FOR THE UNION BUILDINGS NEXT YEAR. - iVIlCHAEL BARRY 
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we got fit! 
Yes, surprise, surprise. A recent revealing survey has shown that there is 
more to life than lectures and tutorials. 
A recent university survey has shown that over 15,000 University of 
Queensland students are members of Student Union affiliated clubs and 
societies. 
The survey also displayed startling evidence that these students are 
members of more than 130 clubs, ranging across a diverse range of interests 
including Faculty, Religious, Political, Ethnic, Welfare and Faculty/ 
Departmental. 
Clubs and Societies encourages all students interested in joining a club to 
come down to the office down from the main refectory. 
The Chocolate Appreciation Society this year 
presents ...... 
"THE CLUBS AND SOCIETIES BALL" 
August 2 at Travelodge 
Tickets $37 includes 5 hour drinks package and live jazz. 
Available from Clubs and Societies and the Union 
Bookshop 
I hope the semester brings you all much success and enjoyment! 
Kind regards - Andrew Park, Clubs and Societies VP. 
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In spiv a 
hy Joanne Ijune 
What do Kieren Perkins, Marlin Love ami Sandra Damrm have iu common? Ye.H, Ihey are all high 
level sports achievers, hut they have also received The Vniversib' of Queen.';land (VQ) Sporting 
Scholarship Awards. And ihey are only some of lhe hig names that have fnissed throtigh the VQ 
Sport Hall ofVame since ihc scholarship scheme was introduced in 1990. 
This scholarship scheme has been so successful that this yearns standard of applicants and award witi-
ners was the liighesi ever. 
VQ Sport Director fames Voght said the award had become very prestigious and the standard had 
improved so much that it was now ven' diffictdt to get a scholarship. "We've been knocking bach 
people who've played for Australia," hc said. Mr Voght said when people realised how high the stan-
dard was, the number of applications dropped from several hmidred in the first few year.s to below 
one hundred in 1996. 
VQ Sport Administration Manager Heather Dodd said only the 'cream' are nominated now. She 
said award winners were at least .stale representatives and many had represented .\uslralia at least in 
junior ranks. Mr Voght .said the selection committee tried to gel an even spread over the sports, tried 
to balance the mmiher of males and females and looked for people who were good ambassadors for 
their sport. 
Ten sports scliolarships are awarded each year to full lime students accepted into VQ to a course of 
at least two years' duration. Each student receives a $1,000 cash grant, free access to the VniGym, 
sports medical care and academic advice and assistance. 
Heather Dodd said the ^academic backups in the awards made it easier for athletes lo cope with the 
stress of their degree aud their sport. "If you're an elite student and ymiWe got exams coming up and 
you're also got the nationals in Adelaide and you can'i do your e.vcjnt.s ... he {Dr lan jobling, 
Department oflhmian Movement] will negotiate with your ttUors and Heads of Department lo tn' 
and smooth things over and arrange an alternative," she said. 
The scholarship scheme also helped identify elite athletes within the Vnirersity who were unknown 
before the awards were de^'eloped. "We had elite athletes here at the uiuversit)' and quite often we 
didn't even know they were here because they didn't join our cltd)s, they played for other clubs," Ms 
Dodd said. 
Scholarship holders are expected to become memhers ofthe university cluh for the sport in which the 
award was granted. 
VQ Sport Director Janie.'! Voght said once a sport attracted one good athlete it attracted others. "It 
was felt if we got some ofthe really elite students jylaying it would he a catalyst to attract other peo-
ple to play...," he said. "And that has proved to he conect. Once we've had a couple of these good 
players in the cluh other people have come to the imiversit)' to play as well." This move io bring elite 
athletes into Vnixersity clubs had boosted club performances. 
De^'elopment Awards were created in J 995 to encourage high achie^nng athletes who had missed out 
on scholarships. Ms Dodd said VQ Sport could not afford to present more scholarship awards so 
de\'elopment awardees received free passes to the gym and swimming pool to help with Iheh train-
ing. 
The 1996 sports scholarships included athletes from swimming, volleyball, basketball, hockey, ath-
letics, rowing, rugby union and softball. 
Name: Braden Fraser 
. SporL: MhleticSfSpriniier 
; Course: B.lnforinatioti.Technology 
; Schooh Kudgee College'. 
Name: Tim Carroll 
S/jorfc Athletics, middle disfancc 
Course: B, Commerce 
School: Nudgee College 
• Name: Bromvyn Thompson 
Spork Athletics, long jtmip 
Course: B. Phyaiotherapy 
School: McgrcgoT Slate High 
Name: Jeffircy English 
Sport: Swimming 
Course: B. Arts 
Schooh Brisbane Bofs College 
Name: Ilayle)' Sliillig 
Sport Vollej'hall 
Course: B. A/)/?. Sc [//MS] 
School: Wytmum State High 
Name: Nerida )cffrey 
Sport: Basketball 
Course: B. App. Sc [HMS] 
Schooh Mallauna Secondary College, Melbourne 
Name: Renae Van Scliagen 
Spo± Hockey 
Course: B. PImnnacy 
Scltool: Fdirholm College, Toowoomba 
; Name: Albert Mill 
\ Spttrb lowing 
UCour8e:B.App.SciHMS] 
I School: .Fairnolme College, Toowoomba ^ . 
•Name: Nathan Sharpe 
• Sport Rugby Union , . , 
Coiirse: B. App. Sc [HMS] 
Schooh The Southport School 
Name: Natalie Shapiro 
Sport Sofd)aii :,:• ;;.;^ ;:\.: 
Course: B. Arfs ^ . :•;-'•: 
School: Grace Lutheran College . ; , . . . 
. UQSPORT will hold a fundraising dinner to raise inonev 
fbrilie scholarship awards on /uric 7. A Corporate Golf 
Daywill.be held in August for further fundraising. 
For details, contact UQ SPORT J57I 7777. 
UNIVERSI+Y ep <?ue6NSl.AND 
TAfi KWeN D e CtUB 
The University of Queensland Tae'Kwon Do Club teaches 'Korean Karate'. The club has been established over 15 
years and has a number of instructors. Regular training develops strength/fitness, flexibility and "confidence while 
earning to defend yourself. Classes are vigorous and non-aggressive blending Taw Kwon Do techniques with 
Doxing and grappling skills. Regular social functions are held induding video nights, training cannps and barbe-
ques, Come along and train for a week at no. cost. .^  . ' 
meNDAY TUeSDAY 
1-2.30 pm 
ISP 
1-2.30 pm 
Connell Dance Gym 
5-6 pm 
MAG 
WEDNESDAY 
1-2.30 pm 
Outdoor training 
(meet outside 
ISP or MAG if raining) 
THURSDAY 
1-20 pm 
Conneil Dance Gym 
fRIDAY 
3-530 pm 
ISP 
SUNDAY 
11-1pm 
MAG 
41 
Ifs Party Time. 
The refurbishing is over so let's party at the RE. 
Monday 12th August 
Tuesday 13th August 
Wednesday 14th August 
Thursday 15th August 
Friday 16th August 
Saturday 17th August 
Sunday 18th August 
Russell Bayne Darren Beecher Theory Duo 
(Guitarist/batu'o Player) (Magician exiraordinaire) (Beer Garden 8pm-llpm) 
Plus: XXXX giveaways and Wild Turkey fun. 
Gusto Saint Matthew 
(Trio playing Crowded House etc. 8pm - 11pm) (Escapologist) 
Plus: Win XXXX, Jack Daniels and Kahlua prizes. 
Party with Arty Tim Deveraux 
(Duo from the Exotic Horns) (Soloist. 7pm-10pm) 
Plus; Win XXXX, Jack Daniels and Kahlua prizes. 
Matt James S,KAD 
(Soloist) (Female vocals and harmony) 
Plus: The famous VB sausage sizzle and a chance to win 2 VB Bomber Jackets. 
Presuming Ed Darren Beecher 
(Innovative acoustic trio. Bpm • 11pm) (Magician extraordinaire. 7pm • lOpra) 
Plus: Win XXXX, Jim Beam and Strongbow prizes. 
The Exotic Horns 
(The whole show featuring the Blues Brothers Set. Spm-Upm) 
Plus: Win Carlton Cold and Midori prizes. 
Party with Arty Damp Pants 
(Duo from the Exotic Horns. 3pm • 5pm) (5pm • 9pm) 
Plus: Win West Coast Cooler and Southern Comfort prizes. 
Vd rather be at the 
ROYAL EXCHANGE HOTEL 
10 High Street, Tbowong. Ph: 331^ 2555 
